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ABSTRACT 
The results of experimental work aimed at improving device conversion 
efficiency are reported. Measurements of the optical and electrical properties of 
cuprous selenide layers, and electrical measurements on the barr ier  contact charac- 
teristics, were made, The operating characteristics of the cells are described, in- 
cluding the results of a stability testing program, and the development of a success- 
ful  antireflection coat. A review of all previous work under related contracts is 
also given. 
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FOREWORD 
During experimental work under this contract, many measurements were 
made using equipment which provided a continuous plot of a variable. Where this 
information has been reproduced in the figures of this report, a continuous line has 
been shown on graphs, with no experimental points marked. In these cases, the 
reproduced curve follows the original data, or a derived set  of data points, within 
the limits of drawing accuracy. In no case have data points been omitted to improve 
the appearance of the curve. 
The cells under investigation have been made with a barrier layer of non- 
stoichiometic cuprous selenide. Where the stoichiometry of the layers has been 
measured, the known stoichiometry has been indicated in  the text, e. g. , Cul 83Se. 
In the majority of cases, however, the film stoichiometry is not known with bccuracy, 
since it cannot be assumed that this will be the same a s  that of the evaporant used 
in the vacuum deposition process. For brevity in such cases, a nominal stoichiometry 
of Cu Se has been used in the text. There is no ambiguity between the two usages, 
since material with stoichiometry exactly CuZSe is not stable under the experimental 
conditions of this work. 
2 
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THIN-FILM GaAs PHOTOVOLTAIC 
SOLAR ENERGY C E L L S  
P. A. Crossley, R. B. Gill,  A. Spielman, and M. Wolf 
RCA Astro-Electronics Division 
SUMMARY 
The objective of the program is to develop an economical solar cell fabri- 
cation technique to produce cells with 5% sunlight efficiency, high power-to-weight 
ratio, and stability under storage and operating conditions. 
During the second half of the contract period, the work has been concentrated 
on improving the efficiency and evaluating the stability of the cells. Theoptical prop- 
ert ies of thin films of the barrier layer material, cuprous selenide, have been exam- 
ined in  detail, and the electrical properties have also been measured. The electrical 
characteristics of the barrier contact have been examined using I-V and C-V measure- 
ments, and the factors governing open-circuit voltage have been investigated using 
thin-film and single-crystal barrier-contact cells. Possible approaches to the pro- 
vision of an antireflection coat have been examined, with some positive results being 
achieved. Spectral response measurements on the thin-film cells have shown some 
anomalous results, which have been demonstrated to be due to optical interference 
effects in the barr ier  layer. 
The intrinsic stability of the cells has been evaluated by a two-month life 
test, and the stability under operation in various degrading atmospheres has been 
examined during a separate test of similar duration. The results indicate that the 
methods which have been developed for  stabilizing the cells a r e  successful. 
A comparison between experimental data on cell performance, and those 
which may be expected on theoretical grounds, indicates that the present efficiency 
limitation (4.2%), is governed mainly by the values of reverse  saturation current 
(which affects V ), and a combination of factors tending to reduce I 
nr. 
1/ 2 
SECTION I 
GALLIUM A R S E N I D E  F I L M S  
A. SUBSTRATES 
Two types of substrates were utilized during this report period for the vapor 
growth of the GaAs films. The primary substrate, which has been fully described 
elsewhere1 consists of a 5-pm-thick A1 foil base on which a r e  deposited 3 to 4 pm 
of n-type polycrystalline InAs by vapor transport from polycrystalline InAs wafers. 
The other type of substrate, on which only a limited number of cells were made 
(primarily for the initial stability tests), consisted of a 25-pm Mo sheet on which 
were deposited 7 to 10bm of InAs by the technique described above. 
film was required on the Mo sheet to obtain uniform andcomplete coverage of the 
substrate. 
The thicker InAs 
1 
proved to be completely satisfactory during the current period and, consequently, 
no changes were made in either the vapor transport system or  the experimental 
procedure employed. 
The modified Ms  growth process fully described in an earlier report 
B. GaAs GROWTH PROCESS 
The modified GaAs vapor transport process and small-area furnaces de- 
l scribed elsewhere were employed, except for a modification in the hydrogen gas 
flow system described below, throughout this report period. Approximately two- 
thirds of the way through this period, i t  became evident that to prepare reproducibly 
conducting GaAs films suitable for the fabrication of solar cells was extremely 
difficult. Since there was no significant increase in growth rate for the high-resistance 
films the difficulty was felt to be not primarily associated with an uncontrolled in- 
crease in either water vapor o r  oxygen within the furnace. Initially, the difficulty 
was  thought to be associated with either contamination of the furnaces or the use of 
GaAs source crystals containing too low a donor concentration. Subsequent testing 
elimated the possibility of either of these effects being the primary cause of the 
nonreproducibility of the GaAs films. Eventually, the source of the problem was 
traced to the palladium hydrogen purifier which was then removed from the vapor 
transport system. In place of this hydrogen supply, cylinder hydrogen of ultra-high 
purity was used, and it was found essential to pass this through a trap at dry ice 
temperature to remove water vapor. Some grams of water were collected in this 
t rap during the course of the work, and this explains why it w a s  not possible to obtain 
reproducible GaAs transport when this hydrogen was used direct from the cylinder 
during earlier contracts. After drying the hydrogen in this way, controlled amounts 
3 
of water vapor were then introduced before passing the hydrogen to the furnaces. 
Having made these changes in the system it was once again possible to control the 
properties of the GaAs films by systematically varying the amount of water vapor 
introduced into the hydrogen gas entering the furnace. 
C. GaAs FILM PROPERTIES (MECHANICAL) 
With the exception noted above, it has been possible to control reproducibly 
both the electrical properties of the GaAs films (as discussed later), and the growth 
rate for the films. This has been achieved by controlling the concentration of water 
vapor in the furnace during growth. The concentration has been controlled by supply- 
ing the hydrogen to the furnace as a mixture of dry gas and gas saturated with water 
vapor by passage through water at O°C. The flow system and control methods have 
been fully described previously, 
period. Control of the growth rate by varying the ratio between the dry and the sat- 
urated hydrogen is summarized by the data in Table I, obtained from one of the GaAs 
growth furnaces. The average thickness of the films was  determined by differential 
weighing. 
and have not been altered during the reporting 
To obtain information on uniformity and surface topography of the GaAs 
films, two cells were sectioned and several edge micrographs taken on each cell.* 
Two of the micrographs showing the cross  section of one of the cells a r e  shown in 
Figures l(a) and (b). In Figure l(a) one observes the cross  section near the center 
of the cell while in Figure l(b) a cross  section near the edge of the cell is shown. 
While no large deviation of mean thickness is observed, it is apparent that the crys- 
tallite size near the center of the cell i s  much greater  than near the outer edge. 
(It should be noted that one usually obtains maximum sensitivity to a focussed white 
light source near the center of the cell. ) The average thickness estimated from the 
micrographs is 14.6 pm while that determined for the entire GaAs film by the dif- 
ferential weight method was 13.1~ m. This indicates that portion of the GaAs film 
not used for cell fabrication contains a considerable gradient in the GaAs film 
thickness. 
An attempt to obtain more uniform GaAs films by modifying the source- 
substrate spacer in the growth furnace was inconclusive since it is believed that it 
was during this series of experiments that the effects of the breakdown of the palla- 
dium purifier described earlier began to be observed. 
* The authors are indebted to the NASA Lewis Research Center, who obtained these 
photographs. 
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Figure 1. (a) Cross section micrograph o f  GaAs 
(b) Cross section micrograph of GaAs 
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S E C T I O N  II 
C U P R O U S  S E L E N I D E  
A. PREPARATION 
1. Cuprous Selenide Polycrystalline Ingots 
A number of polycrystalline ingots of C U ~ - ~ S ~ ,  where 0.1 < x < 0 . 3 ,  were  
prepared by reaction of the elements in the liquid state. 
purity copper and selenium were weighed either into a graphite crucible (previously 
cleaned by hydrogen firing) which was placed in a clean quartz tube, o r  directly into 
the quartz tube. The tube w a s  then evacuated to less than Torr  and sealed off. 
The reactant mixture was heated in a horizontal furnace to above 1150°C for several 
hours and was  then permitted to cool slowly. The resulting polycrystalline C U ~ - ~ S ~  
ingots were crushed under clean conditions, sieved, and separated into two batches. 
One consisted of material which would pass a 0.297-mm mesh but be stopped by a 
0.25-mm mesh, and the other consisted of material which would pass a 0.25-mm 
mesh. Both groupings of material were used in the flash evaporation process with no 
significantly different results. 
The desired quantities of high- 
The crystals prepared using the above-described technique were characterized 
by both x-ray diffractometry (to determine the phases present) and by chemical analysis 
(to determine the composition); the results are given in Table II. 
The uncertainty with respect to the identification of the tetragonal phase as 
8 -  Cu2Se is largely due to the absence of values of the lattice constant in the literature. 
This phase has been observed within this laboratory numerous times2 as well a s  by other 
workers. 3 To date this material has been prepared neither as a single crystal nor in a 
form suitable for chemical analysis. 
2. Cuprous Selenide Fi lms 
The flash evaporator described in an  earlier report' was  utilized throughout 
this period for the preparation of thin films of cuprous selenide. In addition to the film 
transmission monitor also discussed earlier, a quartz crystal oscillator film thickness 
monitor has been used to determine the cuprous selenide film thickness during evaporation, 
Results of a large number of evaporations using this system have indicated 
that cuprous selenide films suitable for  solar cell fabrication can be reproducibly ob- 
tained. It has also been possible to obtain information relating to the electrical and 
optical properties of the cuprous selenide during film formation. 
7 
TABLE II 
Cu Se PREPARATION 
2-x 
Ingot 
cs-1 
cs- 2 
cs-3 
cs-4 
cs-5 
CS-6 
cs-7 * 
Chemical Analysis 
“1. 80Se 
“1. SOSe 
“1. 8BSe 
Cu Se 
1. 80 
“1. 8gSe 
Cu Se 
1. 87 
“1. 86Se 
X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
0 
f.c.c. Cu Se d = 5.765A 
f.c. c. Cu Se d = 5.768A 
f. c. c. Cu 
plus a small proportion of possibly a 
tetragonal phase, perhaps B -Cu Se. 
f.c.c. cu d = 5.7654A 
2- x 
2-x 
2- x 
c, 
Se d = 5.7654i 
2 
0 
2- x 
0 
f.c.c. cu  d = 5.754A 
2-x 
0 
f.c. c. Cu Se d = 5.770A 
plus a small proportion of a tetragonal 
phase, identified as  6 -Cu Se. 2 
f. c. c. Cu Se d = 5.759A 
2-x 
0 
2-x 
*The composition and structure of CS-7 is  uncertain at  this time since the material 
submitted for analysis may not have been representative of the bulk. 
B. CUPROUS SELENIDE FILM PROPERTIES 
To obtain a better understanding of the influence of the cuprous selenide films 
on the solar cell properties a number of experiments were performed on films prepared 
from single-phase cubic Cu Se. 
1. 8 
Figure 2 shows the result of an experiment in which the sheet resistance of a 
cuprous selenide film on glass was continuously monitored a s  a function of film thick- 
ness during the depositiog process. Continuity of the cuprous selenide film was observed 
a t  a film thickness of 18 A (as indicated by the film thickness monitor). 
resistance of the film, yhen 25 A thick, was about 2.5 x 103 ohms per square. 
films greater than 100 A but less than 500 in thickness the sheet resistance was 
found to be proportional to t-1. A s  observed in the past, the sheet resistance of a 
The sheet 
For 
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Figure 2. Sheet resistonce of  o CuzSe f i l m  as a function of l /t  
deposited film dropped sharply on exposure to air, and continued to decrease for some 
days. The latter process may be due to annealing in  the film which results in an  increase 
in carrier mobility. 
Figure 3 shows a plot of In (transmission to white light) as a function of film 
thickness for a typical flash-evaporateod film on glass. 
for film thicknesses greater than 100 A suggests that the optical properties of a thin film 
can be described by an average absorption coefficient (E), whose value has been 
calculated, from the curve shown, to be 6.7 x l O 4 ~ m - ~ .  
of a 68% (at 1.5  eV) transmitting film on glass in the range 3000 to 9000 A isoshown in 
Figure 4. A broad transmissioon peak is observed in the range 6000 to 9000 A. 
wavelengths shorter than 6900 A the transmission drops sharply falling to about 50% of 
peak transmission at 5000 A. The sharp drop in transmission at short wavelengths 
adversely affects the spectral response of the cells as discussed in Section IV. 
The linearity of the relationship 
The spectral troansmission 
For 
In view of this, it appeared necessary to investigate the possibility of minimizing 
the absorption at high energies by varying the stoichiometry of the cuprous selenide 
starting material. Films were deposited on quartz substrates, and the film thicknesses 
were determined bv the conventional Tolansky technique.4 The structure of the film 
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Figure 4. Spectral dependence of optical transmission of  a Cu2Se film on glass 
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was determined by x-ray diffractometry. Two highly oriented phases were observed in 
all samples. The results of x-ray diffraction measurements on the samples which were 
used for optical measurements a re  summarized in  Table III. 
Film # 
M1 
M2 
M3 
M4 
0 
'The Cu2,,Se p'nase was characterized in aii films by a jdj value of 5.740 A. 
Phase Ratio Eopt(1) Eopt(2) 
Source Ingot Cu2 -xSe:Cu Se Cug-xSe CugSe2 
3 2  (ev) (eV) 
cs-3 16.3:l 2.17 - 
cs-5 5.0:l 2.20 - 
cs-4 3.5:l 1.96 1.42 
cs-7 2.5:l 2.09 1.45 
Using this value the composition of the CuZxSe phase has been estimated to be 
cui. 8lSe* 
Transmission spectra of each sample were measured on a Cary spectrophoto- 
meter. Using a relation of the form 
T = F(R) exp (-at) (1) 
where T is the transmissivity, 
t the sample thickness, 
a the absorption coefficient, and 
F(R) a function of the reflectivity R,  
the use of transmission spectra of two samples of different thicknesses prepared during 
the same evaporation permits calculation of the absorption coefficient by elimination 
of F(R). In this way the absorption spectra were calculated, as shown in Figures 5 
through 8 for samples of various compositions. An increase in a with increasing 
photon energy beginning at about 2 eV for all samples is observed. This shape is 
characteristic of a semiconductor i n  the region of the fundamental absorption edge. 
TABLE LTI 
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Figure 5. Optical transmission as a function of photon energy for cuprous selenide specimen M-1 
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Assuming this increase in a near 2 eV to be due to band-to-band transitions across  the 
energy gap the absorption curve was extrapolated toa = 0 to obtain a value of the 300'K 
optical energy gap Eopt(l) which is believed to be associated with face-centered cubic 
C U I .  81Se. The values of Eopt(l) associated with materials M-1 and M-2 a r e  believed 
to be more representative of Cui. 8lSe since in these films the effects of the second 
phase ( Cu3Se2) would be minimized. The shape of the absorption curve in the region of 
energies between 1.4 and 2.0 eV is believed to be dominated byothe CugSe2 present in 
the films. The appearance of a sharp change in (a ) near 8300 A can be correlated with 
changes in  the concentration of Cu3Se2 present. As for the Cui, 81Se phase, the absorp- 
tion curve in this region was extrapolated to a = 0 for materials M-3 and M-4. Hence, 
an optical energy gap EOpt(2) a t  300'K was obtained, which is believed to be character- 
istic of Cu3Se~. The results of this analysis a r e  summarized in  Table III. 
creasing absorption for photons of energy less than 1.6 e V  is due to absorption by free 
carriers.  In Figure 9 a plot of absorption coefficient as a function of A 2  is shown 
for material M-3,  whose ratio of C U Z - ~ S ~  to Cu3Se22 was  determimed to be 3.5. The 
curve is linear and extrapolates to a = 0 a t  X = 0, a s  is to be expected for free car r ie r  
absorption. 
The in- 
In summary, kt has been found that the decrease in  transmission for wave- 
lengths less  than 5500 A, observed in  the thin cuprous selenide films on glass, is 
fundamentally associated with the two phases which compose the films. No significant 
increase in  transmission can be expected for small changes in the stoichiometry of the 
evaporant. 
thinner films should be used. Increases in  cell performance by this technique were 
evaluated, with the results reported in Section IV. C. 3. 
To minimize losses in  cell efficiency due to absorption in the cuprous selenide, 
4 8 12x 106 16 
0 0 2  
0 
WAVELENGTH ( A  1 
Figure 9 .  Optical transmission of cuprous selenide specimen M-3 in the region of free carrier absorption 
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SECTION 1 1 1  
BARRIER CHARACTERISTICS 
A. SINGLE-CRYSTAL GoAs-Cu2Se BARRIER 
As part of the effort to increase the open-circuit voltage of the GaAs-Cu Se 2 
heterojunction thin-film solar cells, the effect of GaAs crystal orientation on open - 
circuit voltage was examined. This was measured under 100 mW. cm'2 equivalent 
tungsten illumination, for a number of n-type, small-area (< 1 cm ), single-crystal 
solar cells, The data on open-circuit voltage was supplemented by both I-V and 
differential capacitance measurements made on 1-mrn2 Cu Se barr ie r  a reas  which 
were deposited adjacent to the cell to be studied. 
2 
2 
The GaAs single-crystal wafers were cut from n-type ingots having donor 
The wafers were degreased and etched heavily in 
concentrations between.1 x 10 l6  and 4.2 x 1017 cm -3 and electron mobilities between 
3000 and 4900 cm2 (volt-sec)-l. 
aqua regia to remove the work-damaged surface. Ohmic tin contacts were applied at 
about 4OO0C in a hydrogen atmosphere. The wafer was then given an additional light 
etch in aqua regia which was followed by a polish etch in methanol-Br or 3H SO - 
2 4' 1 H  0 : lH 0. The wafer was mounted in a vacuum system and barrier-contact 
2 2  2 layers for both the cell and a series of 1-mm2 diodes were deposited simultaneously 
using appropriate metal foil masks. Following the evaporation of a gold grid onto 
the cell, both the cell and the small-mea bar r ie r  were evaluated. 
During the differential capacitance measurements on the small-area ba r r i e r s  
it was frequently found that the ac capacitance continued to increase for about 30 to 60 
seconds after the application of the reverse bias voltage. It was  evident that during 
this period the total charge concentration within the bar r ie r  region was increasing and 
further that the shallow donors within this region were completely ionized. Hence, the 
increase in carr ier  concentration after application of the bias voltage could be 
associated with the ionization of deep donors lying below the Fermi level of deep elec- 
tron traps which a re  normally full at 300'K. Williams' has recently discussed this 
effect with respect to deep donor levels in considerable detail. 
centers has been completed the variation in capacitance with time ceases and the 
difference between the initial and final values of capacitance is a measure of the total 
concentration of deep centers. The relation between capacitance per unit a rea  (C), 
applied dc voltage (V), and donor concentration (N), can be described at the instant of 
application of the dc bias a s  
After ionization of deep 
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and by 
after equilibrium has been established where 
Nd = density of shallow donors 
N'd = density of deep donor centers 
C = dielectric constant 
'd 
= diffusion voltage. Typical results of this type are shown in Figure 10. 
Theory indicates that 
o r  
I = I exp (As) for I>>I 0 
0 
(4) 
-6 -2 
in the region 10 to A cm . A curve of this form is shown in Figure 11 along 
with the values of I and A representative of this heterojunction, derived from the curve. 
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Figure 10. (1/C2) O S  a function of (V) for a cuprous selenide barrier contact to single-crystal GaAs 
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Figure 11. Log (I) as a function of (V) for a cuprous selenide barrier contact to single-crystal GaAs 
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The single-crystal solar cells were evaluated under 100 mW cm-2 equiva- 
lent tungsten illumination to determine Voc under normal testing conditions. Table 
IV summarizes the results of these experiments. Included also in  the table a re  values 
of the shallow donor concentration (Nd), the deep donor or t rap concentration (NA), 
the diffusion voltage vd at t = 0 when available, the ca r r i e r  density (N) and the crystal  
orientation and dopant. 
A s  indicated by the results in the table the values of Voc obtained on the Ga 
face (111) oriented single crystals is generally higher than that obtained on the other 
faces. This result indicates that the etch treatments which have been used are prefer- 
ential to the (111) Ga face and does not eliminate the possibility that other etchants 
would maximize the open-circuit voltage on another face. These results a r e  further 
discussed in Section VI. 
B. POLY CRYSTALLINE Ga As-Cu2Se BARRIERS 
During evaluation of the modified growth process it was noted that a correla- 
tion existed between the ratio of "wet" to "dry" hydrogen entering the furnace, and 
the characteristics of the solar cells made from the films. In general, the ser ies  
resistance (R,) , short-circuit current density (Isc), and shunt resistance (Rsh) of the 
cells increased with increasing water vapor content in the ambient gas. 
To obtain an understanding of this effect, small-area (1-mm2) Cu2Se ba r r i e r s  
were evaporated onto GaAs films, which were grown under the conditions which 
yielded cells having the efficiency distribution described in Section IV. 
capacitance and I-V measurements were made on these barriers.  
Both differential 
The results of the differential capacitance measurements were similar to 
those obtained on the small-area single-crystal bar r ie rs  inasmuch as a deep donor or 
electron t rap was detected. In this case the center is believed to be a deep electron 
trap associated with the oxygen impurities introduced into the GaAs films during the 
growth process. This hypothesis is supported by the work of Williams6 who studied 
the properties of a deep neutral electron trap in single-crystal GaAs which he be- 
lieved to be associated with oxygen impurities. The increases in short-circuit cur- 
rent, series resistance, and shunt resistance with increasing oxygen content in the 
ambient gas would result from the compensating effect of the traps in the GaAs films. 
Interpretation of the C-V measurements indicated that the electron trap was 
present in a concentration which was comparable to, but less  than, the shallow-donor 
concentration. A typical result obtained during this period is shown in Figure 12. 
The depletion region width, do, was determined from the zero bias capacitance by 
the relation 
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Figure 12. (1/C2) as a function of (V) for a cuprous selenide barrier 
contact to a polycrystalline GaAs layer 
The highest value of do obtained at the center of a GaAs film was 0.29 Bm. 
This can be used in a calculation of the expected short-circuit current, assuming: 
(a) All  carr iers  generated in the depletion region a re  collected. 
(b) Minority-carrier diffusion governs the collection efficiency for electron- 
hole pairs created outside the depletion region. 
Such a calculation shows that the experimental Is, values which a r e  observed 
are  reasonable. This point is discussed further in  Section VI. 
The current-voltage characteristics of these small area bar r ie rs  were ex- 
amined in the range 10-6 to 10-1 A - cm-2. A typical result is shown in Figure 13. 
Values of A and I, obtained on these films varied between 3.1 - 3.5 and 2-10 x 10-6 
A cm-2, respectively. 
In order to better establish the effect of the ambient H2 gas water vapor 
content on the GaAs films a se r i e s  of films were grown under conditions in which all 
parameters except the water vapor content of the hydrogen were kept as nearly constant 
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Figure 13. Log (I) as a function of (V)  for a cuprous selenide barrier 
contact to a polycrystalline GaAs layer 
as possible. The GaAs single-crystal source was n-type Ge-doped material containing 
8 x 10l6 -2 .0 x 1017 electrons cm-3. The source was (111) oriented with the Ga face 
toward the Ids -A1  substrate. The results of both differential capacitance and I-V 
measurements made on small  area Cu2Se ba r r i e r s  which were evaporated onto these 
films a r e  summarized in Table V. These results are consistent with the model of 
oxygen behaving as a deep trap o r  compensator in the films, the concentration and 
effect being related to the growth environment. Thus, a s  the oxygen content of the 
H2 ambient increases : 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
the net donor density decreases, 
the depletion region width increases, 
the reverse  bias breakdown voltage Vb increases, and 
the trap density increases to a measurable quantity. 
The effect of the increase in  oxygen on both the reverse  saturation current 
Io, and the constant in the exponent in the diode equation (as shown in Table V) is not 
wholly understood. 
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It a?poars fr=m these data that both paran-eters pass through a minimum as 
the degree of compensation increases. The origin of this effect is not clear a t  this 
time, and additional experiments of the type described above would be required to 
substantiate its existence. 
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S E C T I O N  I V  
CELL CHARACTERISTICS 
A. FABRICATION 
1. Processes 
Since the processes used in cell fabrication were described in detail in refer- 
ence (l), a summary only will be given of those processes which have not been altered 
during the reporting period. 
All normal cells were formed on aluminum substrates, the exceptions being 
a group of six cells made on molybdenum foil for the stability tests. The aluminum 
foil w a s  nominally 5 r m  thick, and was precoated with 3 to  4 I m  of InAs by the vapor 
transport process in a hydrogen ambient, using polycrystalline wafers of InAs as  the 
source material. The thickness of the InAs was checked by weighing the substrate be- 
fore and after deposition, and the same differential weighing technique w a s  used for  
determination of the GaAs film thickness. The InAs growth process used hydrogen 
saturated with water vapor at  O°C, and a growth rate  of 2 pm per hour w a s  normal. 
The GaAs was grown on the substrate also by the vapor transport method, 
using single-crystal GaAs source wafers, with a net donor concentration in the low 
1016 cc-1 range. The water vapor concentration in the hydrogen furnace ambient was 
controlled using the system described in Section I of this report, and a film growth 
rate around 0 . 7  p m  per hour was normal. 
The GaAs film was etched in a dilute solution of bromine in methanol. This 
etch acts a s  a polish and has been found to improve cell stability. Various etches 
have been used for this step, but it has been found that the Br-methanol solution pro- 
vides the most consistent results, probably because it is considerably slower than 
acid etches such as aqua regia o r  H2SO4: H202 solutions. The stability tests described 
in Section V established the effectiveness of the Br-methanol etch, and it has been 
used as a standard process during the present reporting period. 
The barrier contact film of cuprous selenide was deposited using the flash 
evaporation process. The starting material  was of stoichiometry Cui. $e for the 
majority of the cells, and the material was prepared in ingot form by the methods 
described in Section 11. The ingots were reduced to particles of 0 . 2 5  mm diameter 
and smaller by crushing prior to evaporation. Control of cuprous selenide film 
thickness was achie;ed using the measurement of optical transmission through a 
monitor film deposited simultaneously on glass, the evaporation being terminated 
when an indicated transmission of 70% was obtained, 
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The gold grid was applied to the cells by vacuum evaporation through a metal 
mask, with a quartz-crystal oscillator film thickness monitor to measure the gold 
layer thickness. Two grid geometries were used, with differing line-widths and spac - 
ings. However, the finer grid-spacing type, which should in principle lead to lower 
cell  se r ies  resistance by reducing the effect 01 tiie slieet resistance in  the har r ie r  con- 
tact layer, w a s  not found to lead to  lower cell resistance in practice. 
The cells were finally trimmed to size using either scissors  or  a scalpel, 
cell  a reas  being within the range 0.7 to 1.1 cm2. 
developed in the cells a s  a result  of this cutting operation. Hence, cells were made 
with the entire cell a rea  active, except for that covered by the grid, In measurements 
of cell efficiency, the grid area was not subtracted from the cell area. 
A t  no time were any short-circuits 
2. Yield 
For most of the contract period, cells were made with continuous small alter- 
ations in the processing parameters, such variations being normal and necessary in 
improving the cell efficiency. However, a t  various times during the contract, a num- 
ber  of cells w e r e  made with a fixed, standard process, sufficient to allow a yield curve 
for  the process to be obtained. 
The results of these curves are shown in Figure 14. During the period 
when these 13 cells w e r e  made, no nonworking cells w e r e  produced, although very 
occasionally short-circuited cells were obtained during other periods of the work. 
These short-circuits arose when abnormally thin GaAs layers (less than 8 p m )  were 
used. 
B. ANTIREFLECTION COATINGS 
1. General Considerations 
The appearance of cells made with 70% transmitting CuZSe bar r ie r  layers 
has been considerably variable. Surface colorations seen range from the silver- 
grey characteristic of the untreated G a A s  films, through pale-green, dark-green, and 
purple. The colorations indicate that interference effects a r e  taking place in the bar- 
rier layer, and for some of the colors seen there is no doubt that some antireflection 
effects a r e  present. 
To evaluate the possibilities for employing an antireflection coat, the refrac- 
tive index of the CuZSe film material was measured. The technique employed was an 
adaptation of Tolansky Is  multiple-beam interference method for measuring film thick- 
ness. A specimen w a s  prepared by the usual flash-evaporation technique, on a micro- 
scope slide which had been silver-coated prior to the deposition of the CuzSe. A mask 
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Figure 14. Efficiency distribution for thin-film cells 
w a s  employed to create a sharp edge on one side of the Cu2Se deposit. Half of this 
specimen was then silvered again, and the usual Tolansky technique used to determine 
the thickness of the Cu2Se film. The region of the step without the second (overlying) 
silver layer was then used to measure the refractive index of the Cu2Se film. 
principle of the method is illustrated in Figure 15; a full exposition has been given by 
H e a v y - ~ s . ~  The measurements showed a refractive index of 2.4 in a film of about 
650-A thickness. 
The 
If the Cu2Se film were to be used a s  an antireflection coating alone on GaAs,  
The conditions for the geometry would be as shown in cross  section in Figure 16(a). 
antireflection in this and the two-layer coating described later a r e  discussed by 
Holland.8 F o r  the single-layer case, the well-known result is 
with the symbols a s  indicated in Figure 16(a). Fo r  GaAs, with a refractive index of 
3.34, it is seen that the antireflection condition cannot be satisfied by Cu2Se. It 
should be noted, however, that it is common experience that some antireflection 
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effects can be obtained even under conditions not close to the optimum defined by 
Eqs. (6) and (7). Thus, it is not unreasonable that some antireflection appearance 
should a r i se  when Cu2Se is deposited on GaAs, a s  noted above. One also notesothat 
the thickness of the Cu2Se films usually depzsited to be 70% transmitting (600 A) comes 
near the quarter-wavelength condition (560 A). Small variations in this thickness a re  
presumably the cause of the color changes noted in the introductory paragraph of this 
section. 
To obtain better antireflection conditions, two approaches have been explored, 
as  described below. 
2. T w o - L a y e r  Ant i re f lec t ion  Coat ings 
A two-layer antireflection coating is shown in c ross  section in Figure 16(b). 
The conditions for antireflection a r e  
t2 = x / 4 p 2 ,  t3 = x / 4 p 3  ( 8) 
0 
Hence, to satisfy the conditions for light of wavelength 5460 A, on a GaAs surface: 
0 
t = 1000 A 2 
0 
t = 564 A 
3 
An optical coating material with p = 1.3 is MgFz. Facilities were estab- 
lished for  the vacuum deposition of this material, and a s  a preliminary evaluation of 
the effectiveness of the coating, two cellsoon one single-crystal GaAs slice were made. 
These had a gu2Se film thickness of 560 A, and the cell characteristics were meas- 
ured. 
were again measured. The results showed that the Is, was improved by 289) on the 
test cell, whereas the control cell current remained the same within measurement 
e r ro r .  
1000 A of MgF2 was then deposited on one of the cells, and the characteristics 
Following this initial success, quarter-wavelength MgF2 coatings were 
evaporated onto several thin-film cells. 
and after the deposition. Typical results a r e  shown in Table VI. In each case it is 
seen that an increase in Is, was obtained, but that a smaller proportional efficiency 
increase was seen because of loss in fill-factor and Voc. These losses were larger 
Efficiency measurements w e r e  made before 
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TABLE VI 
RESULTS O F  MgF2 ANTIREFLECTION COAT ON THIN-FILM GaAs CELLS 
t I Bef0i.e A-R Coat _.____ A f t P r  A-R Coat I I I 
Power s c  I oc Cell # V Power  V s c  
T oc 
1 0.43v 9. OmA 1.94mW 0.437 9.6mA 2.04mW 
2 0.44v 11. OmA 2.46mW 0.43v 11.8mA 2.40mW 
1 
in earlier experiments, and were found to be much reduced by the provision of heat 
shields around the evaporation source to minimize the rise in temperature of the cell 
during the MgF2 deposition. However, the losses could not be eliminated, and the 
gains in Is, were much smaller than would be expected, 
Because of this lack of effectiveness, an experiment was performed in which 
Is, w a s  monitored continuously while the MgF2 coating was being deposited. This 
was done using a cell with a completed barrier-layer and grid, illuminated a t  very 
close to normal incidence by a m i r r o r  and microscope lamp. MgF2 film thickness 
w a s  monitored using a quartz-crystal film-thickness monitor, and an x-y plotter was  
used to provide a curve showing Is, as a continuous function of film thickness. The 
experimental arrangements a re  shown schematically in Figure 17(a), and the results 
in Figure 17(b). A s  is seen from the curve, the maximum in Is, occurs a little to the 
high side of the expected region of film thickness, but again the actual improvement in 
Is, is very small indeed. 
The extra thickness of MgF2 indicated a s  optimum by this experiment is 
thought to a r i se  from two causes: 
(a) The polycrystalline surface of the thin-film cells has an effective area 
considerably greater than the geometrical cell  area,  a s  was shown by 
the sectioning experiments described in Section I of this report. 
(b) The spectral distribution of t te illumination was such as to favor wave- 
lengths longer than the 5460 A fo r  which the optimization calculation 
was performed. 
Two reasons may be advanced for  the poor performance of the antireflection coat: 
(a) The rough surface of the thin-film cells has antireflection properties of 
its own. This argument is apparently disproved by the positive results 
obtained with the single-layer coating described below. 
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Figure 17. (a) Experimental arrangement for monitoring I,, as a function o f t  
(b) I,, as a function o f  MgF2 thickness for a thin-film cel l  
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(b) The CugSe film absorbs strongly in the spectral region f o r  which the 
antirefkctior, effect was optimized. 
crystal  cell experiment appears to run contrary to this argument. 
The positive x-esult fror- the cir?g!e- 
It is  felt that the results which were obtained may have arisen from combina- 
tions of these effects, together with other factors, such a s  reactions between t h e  MgF2 
and the Cu2Se. In view of the positive results obtained with the simpler coating de- 
scribed below, i t  did not appear profitable to pursue the matter further. 
3. S ing le -Layer  Ant i re f lec t ion  Coat ings 
The results with measurements on cell characteristics as a function of Cu2Se 
film thickness (Section N . C . ) ,  and the optical data on Cu2Se films (Section 11), indi- 
cated that a cell with improved characteristics could be achieved by using a very much 
thinner Cu2Se film than had been used in the past. 
Now if this Cu2Se were to be made much less  than 1/4 wavelength thickness, 
it could be neglected in calculating the requirements for an antireflection coat, which 
would then in effect be applied to the G a A s  surface. The requirements for  this coat- 
ing a r e  as discussed above and given by Eqs. (6) and (7). 
For  GaAs ( P 3 =  3.34), a suitable coating material is silicon monoxide SiO, 
with a refractive index of 1.97, which is not optimum, but is near enough for  practi- 
ca l  purposes. Experimental arrangements for vacuum deposition of this material 
were accordingly made. 
Two thin-film cells were prepared with thin (95'f transmitting) Cu2Se layers. 
The thickness of these layers was measured, using monitor specimens deposited 
simultaneously on glass, by the  Tolansky technique. An indication only of the thick- 
ness could be obtained, because with the simple preparation and measuring arrange- 
ments used, the film thickness was close to the limit of the method. The Cu2Se film 
thickness w a s  100 f 20A. The cells were completed with a gold grid, and their char- 
acteristics measured. On depositing the calculated required thickness of Si0 on one 
cell, a good deep-blue coloration w a s  obtained, and the Isc improved by 24%, with 
a smaller improvement in efficiency (12q): the curves a re  reproduced in Figure 18. 
I t  is seen that losses in both Voc and fill-factor occurred, and it is thought that these 
arose from heating of the cell during the Si0 deposition. 
An experiment similar to that performed on the MgF2 antireflection coating, 
in which Is, was plotted as  a function of layer thickness, was performed using the 
second cell. The result i s  plotted in Figure 19, and it is  seen that for this cell an 
Isc increase of 33%) was obtained. 
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Figure 18. 
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4. Conclusions 
Termination of effort under this contract prevented further experimental 
eva!uat.tim sf this approach; However, it is felt  that the work has demonstrated the 
feasibility of a promising method for improving cell efficiency. It should also be 
noted, however, that the short-circuit current in the cells is a sensitive function of 
the details of the structure of the depletion region a t  the cell surface. Thus, several 
of the most efficient cells  made during the work have shown higher I,, densities than 
those obtained in the cells having an antireflection coat. Since the occurrence of the 
high collection efficiency cannot be controlled completely at  the present stage of the 
work, it is not surprising that it w a s  not obtained with either of the cells having Si0 
c oat ing s . 
C. OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
1. General Considerations 
In this section of the report  are discussed two groups of experiments in which 
factors bearing on the series resistance of the cells were examined. The simplest 
equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell i s  shown in Figure 20. The shape of the oper- 
ating characteristic in a cell of reasonable efficiency is, of course, dominated largely 
by the diode characteristic. Fcr the present cells, experimental work on this has been 
reported in Section III. The reverse  characteristics have also typically shown low 
shunt conductance in the cells, and this factor has not been examined in detail. How- 
ever, appreciable effects of ser ies  resistance, R,, a re  frequently seen in the cells. 
Since loss in efficiency can quickly result from even small amounts of ser ies  resist- 
ance, a s  was shown by the work of Wysocki, 
effects be examined closely. 
it was felt to be important that these 
In the present cell structure, series resistance can be associated with the 
following regions : 
(a) The substrate-to-GaAs interface: this is minimized, though not entirely 
eliminated, by the InAs intermediate layer. 
(b) The bulk of the GaAs: may arise either from conduction across grain 
boundaries, or from true bulk resistance effects in the crystallites. 
(c) The CugSe bar r ie r  layer: the sheet resistivity of the layers is low com- 
pared with most semitransparent films, but cannot be neglected. 
collector grid is intended to minimize this effect. 
The 
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Figure 20. Equivalent circuit o f  o photovoltaic cel l  
(d) Gold grid, and cell contacts: losses in these can be made very small  
compared with those in other resistances present. 
Two groups of experiments have been performed, one pertaining to (b) above, the 
other to (c). 
2. GaAs R e s i s t i v i t y  E f f e c t s  
A typical thin-film cell I-V characteristic is reproduced in Figure 21(a). It 
will be noted that the curve shape is "rounded", compared with that of a barrier- 
layer cell on single-crystal GaAs, shown in Figure 21(b). Since the CugSe layer and 
grid structures were identical for these two cells, it was concluded that the rounded 
effect in the thin-film cell was arising from series-resistance effects in the GaAs film. 
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Now the effect of addi-n-g increasing valucs of R, in  the simple cell equivalent- 
circuit  of Figure 20 can be simulated by using a variable external series resistance 
with a conventional silicon cell. This was done, and a family of I-V curves were 
generated and a re  shown in Figure 21(c). It was clear that none of these curves 
looked like those obtained with the thin-film cell. 
Occasionally, thin-film cells have been seen with a characterist ic showing 
two breakpoints, as reproduced in Figure 21(d). Analysis showed that a curve of this 
type could be simulated using two silicon cells in the circuit  shown in Figure 22(a). 
The I-V curve reproduced in  Figure 2l(e) was obtained with such a circuit, using two 
silicon cells. The agreement with the analysis is seen to be good. 
Figure 21. (a) I -V characterist ic o f  a typical th in- f i lm ce l l  
(b) I - V  characterist ic o f  a barrier ce l l  on single-crystal GaAs 
(c) Family o f  I - V  curves, showing effect of increasing values o f  R s  
(d) I -V characterist ic o f  a th in- f i lm cell, showing two breakpoints 
(e) I -V  characterist ic obtained from si l icon-cel l  c i r cu i t  g iv ing  two breakpoints 
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From these results, it is concluded that the rounded I-V characteristics 
of the thin-film cells can be accounted for by nonuniformity of resistivity of the GaAs 
over the cell surface. Such a nonuniformity would lead to a distributed equivalent 
circuit being needed for cell analysis, as is shown i n  Figure 22(b). With a range of 
series-resistance values present,  multiple breakpoints would occur in  the I-V char- 
acteristic, leading to the rounded shape of the curve seen for most cells. The oc- 
casional curve of the type in Figure 21(d) arises when only two well-defined areas 
of different effective ser ies  resistance values happen to occur in  a cell, with compar- 
able IL values in the two regions. 
discussed in Section VI. 
The effect of this on cell performance is further 
P 
Figure 22. (a) Equivalent circuit of cell,  giving characteristic with two breakpoints 
(b) Distributed equivalent circuit of thin-film cell  
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3. CuZSe F i lm Resistivity Effects 
Two experiments were performed to discover the effect on cell performance of 
the use of CugSe films of various thicknesses. 
A gold grid was deposited directly on the surface of a GaAs film, and the 
photovoltaic response was measured, 
GaAs surface, but the photocurrent available was very small (about 200pA). 
was mounted in a vacuum system, with external connections and an illumination system 
essentially similar to that shown in Figure 17(a). In this case, however, the x-y recorder 
was used to plot Is, as a function of Cu2Se film thickness. 
in Figure 23. It is seen that a good Iscovalue is achieved very rapidly once the film 
thickness has exceeded an indicated 10  A , implying that the Cu2Se film achieves 
coherency very mpidly indeed. The maximum in  Is, is also seen to be broad, in the 
range 150 to 180 A. 
The gold provided a good blocking contact to the 
The film 
The resulting curve is shown 
The rapidity with which Is, was found to r i s e  was unexpected. A second 
experiment was performed to check on this, using the same type of specimen and equip- 
ment. However, rather than recording only ISC, total I-V curves were obtained in 
between the sequential deposition of increments of Cu2Se film thickness. In this way, 
some estimate could be made of the variation of cell series resistance with Cu2Se film 
thickness. Some of the results obtained are shown in Figure 24. The first picture (a), 
shows both the illuminated and unilluminated curves for the grid-GaAs contract. 
photocurrent is so small that the curves are superimposed. In (b) are shown :he il- 
luminated and unilluminated c t rves  for a cell with Cu2Se film thickness of 70  A ,  and (c) 
shows the same cell with 500 A of CugSe. The film optical transmission values were 
92.5% and 70.9% for the two cells, respectively, as measured on a specimen film 
deposited simultaneously on glass. 
The 
This experiment confirmed the result obt@ned previously, and also showed 
that Cu2Se films with thicknesses greater than 70 A did not reduce significantly the cell 
series resistance, the slope of the I-V curve i n  (b) and (c) being the same at high 
forward bias voltage values. The results from the two experiments also showed that 
increasing the thickness of the Cu2Se film in the range 90% to 70% optical transmission 
did not change the Is, value by a corresponding amount. It is possible that the Cu2Se 
film acts as an antireflection coat in this thickness range, so as to partially compensate 
for increasing absorption in the film. 
The primary conclusion drawn from these results was that thinner Cu2Se films 
could be used without materially affecting the cell performance, though there would be 
negligible advantage per se in doing so. This conclusion was used in proposing the Si0 
antireflection coating described earlier in this Section. 
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Figure 23. I,, as  a function of Cu2Se film thickness 
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Figure 24. (a) I -V curves for grid-GaAs contact 
0 
(b) I -V curves for cell  with Cu2Se thickness of 70 A 
a 
(c) I -V curves for cell  with Cu2Se thickness o f  500 A 
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D. SPECTRAL RESPONSE 
1. Measurement Technique 
Since spectral respmse   measurement.^ can Ix! of great  diagnostic and analytical 
value, a considerable number of such measurements have been made during the report- 
ing period. 
The equipment used is unique, in that it enables measurements to be made with 
a constant illumination intensity falling on the cell under test, but maintains a constant 
resolving power throughout the spectral range. Rather than using the analyzer slit width 
in the monochromator to control the illumination, an optical wedge (a continuously 
variable neutral density filter) is used. The equipment provides a continuous recording 
of cell Is, as a function of illumination photon energy, a t  constant illumination. A 
computer then converts this recording to normalized quantum yield. 
2. Results: Short Wavelength Cut-Off 
The normalized spectral response curve for a typical cell is shown in Figure 
25, along with a curve for another thin-film cell made with a thin platinum film in 
place of the Cu2Se film in the test cell. The differences between the curves a r e  
noticeable. At  the high-energy end, the Cu2Se cell response drops more rapidly, and 
this portion of the curve was found to be highly reproducible. In particular, the same 
sharp cut-off was  seen for cells in which an antireflection coat was used, implying that 
the effect was  not due to interference in the Cu2Se film. 
The optical measurements on Cu2Se films, showing the transmission a s  a 
function of wavelength, revealed the cause for the rapid drop in cell response beyond 
5500 1. 
A s  discussed in  Spt ion  11, absorption in the Cu2Se increases rapidly at  wave- 
lengths shortei- than 5500 A, which correlates well with the observed cell performance, 
and it is concluded that the shape of the spectral response curve in this region arises 
from optical absorption in the CugSe film. This was confirmed by the results shown in 
Figure 26, which show the spectral response curves obtained from cells made with 
bar r ie r  layers of various thicknesses. It is seen that the blue response of the cells is 
progressively lost as the Cu2Se film thickness increases. 
3. Results: Long Wavelength Cut-Off 
The curve for a Cu2Se celloshown in Figure 25 shows anomalous behavior over 
the wavelength region 6000 to 8500 A. The response of the Pt-film cell is much closer 
to what is expected from a cell of the barrier type, with a broad response maximum 
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at wavelengths somewht  shcrter ? h n  the bend-edge for  the G a t s ;  An explanation of this 
anomaly appeoared desirable, especially since the possibility appeared to exist that the 
peak at 6000 A may have been due to the Cu2Se film playing an active part  in  the cell 
operation. However, a more likely explanation was optical interference in the Cu2Se 
c a u s i 5  an antireflection effect of increasing effectiveness through the range 8500 to 
6000 A. To check on these hypotheses, three groups of experiments were performed. 
In Figure 26 are shown a group of spectral response curves obtained from a 
cell made on a single-crystal wafer of GaAs, by deposition of successive increments of 
CugSe. It is seen that the behavior of the curves in the region of wavelengths between 
the band-edge and the response peak, and the position of the peak itself, is strongly 
dependent on the Cu2Se film thickness. This is consistent with the effects in this region 
being caused by optical interference in the Cu2Se film. 
AS a test of the alternative hypothesis, that the Cu2Se was contributing actively 
to the cell output, a group of spectral response measurements were made on cells made 
on silicon single-cyrstal wafers. 
cells with the following structures: 
These a re  shown in Figure 27, the curves being for 
(a) A regular diffused junction n-p cell. 
(b) A barrier-layer cell with a 70% transmitting evaporated platinum film. 
(c) A barrier-layer cell with a 70% transmitting evaporated Cu2Se film, 
Since the index of refraction for Si is close to that for GaAs, it would be ex- 
pected that any optical interference effects would be comparable in the CugSe cells 
made on Si and GaAs. However, because the intrinsic response for the silicon extends 
to longer wavelengths than that for GaAs, any interference filter effects should be 
visible over a wider wavelength range. This is in fact the case, as is shown by the 
curves of Figure 27. The response curve for the Cu2Se-Si cell with a 70% transmit- 
ting CugSe film is seen to peak a t  the same wavelength as does that of the similar Cu2Se- 
GaAs cell shown in Figure 26, which confirms that the effects giving rise to the sloping 
response between the band-edge and the peak response are due to an interference filter 
action in the Cu2Se film. 
A s  a final, direct check on the hypothesis that a varying reflectance from the 
cell was the mechanism giving r i se  to the slowly rising curve between the band-edge 
and the peak response, the diffuse reflectivity of the cell was measured as a function 
of wavelength. The results a r e  shown in Figure 28, a s  obtained from a cell made on 
polycrystalline GaAs by deposition of a ?WO optically transmitting film of Cu2Se. 
A calculation was then performed to predict the cell spectral response over a 
limited range, under the assumption that the quantum efficiency per photon absorbed in 
the GaAs was constant over the spectral range of interest. Thus, the change in response 
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cell  as a function of 
~ 
wave I ength 
would a r i se  wholly from the reflectance change with wavelength. The result  from the 
calculation is shown in Figyre 29, together with experimental points obtained from a 
cell identical in structure-to the one on which the reflectance measurements were made. 
It is seen that the curves a re  in good agreement, except near the GaAs band edge, where 
low optical absorption may be expected to reduce the photogenerated car r ie r  collection 
efficiency. 
From the foregoing experimental evidence, it was concluded that the long- 
wavelength response of the cell was due wholly to the normal photovoltaic effect in the 
GaAs, with a spectral response governed principally by reflectance from the Cu2Se 
film acting as an interference filter on the front surface of the cell. 
E. CuZSe - SINGLE-CRYSTAL GaAs SOLAR C E L L S  
During the study of the effect of the crystallographic orientation of single- 
crystal GaAs on the open-circuit voltage of the Cu2Se - GaAs solar cell, a number of 
single-crystal cells, up to 1 cm2 in area were made. Typically, the efficiency of 
these cells under 100rnW.cm-2 equivalent tungsten radiation was between 5 and 7%. 
However, one cell having an efficiency of 8. 0% was fabricated. 
of this cell under test is shown in Figure 30. 
discussed in  Section VI. 
The I-V characteristic 
This cell's performance is further 
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SECTION V 
ST A Bl L l  T Y  TE ST  S 
A. OBSERVED INSTABILITIES 
Cells with the structure Al-InAs-GaAs-Cui. 8Se have been observed to de- 
grade when stored under laboratory ambient conditions. The nature of the degradation 
is such as to lead to a loss in fill-factor and Isc, apparently caused by a back-to-back 
diode effect. A typical degraded I-V characteristic is shown in Figure 31(a). 
It was found that etching the cell with dilute nitric acid solution for some min- 
utes removed the unwanted diode, restoring the cell characteristic to its original form, 
The result  of progressive etching treatment is shown by the I-V curves of Figures 
31@) and 31(c), which a r e  from the same cell as 31(a). 
It was postulated that the degradation occurred by oxidation of the cuprous 
selenide film surface. The sequence of events leading to degradation by this process 
were thought to be: 
During deposition of the cuprous selenide film, the starting composition 
(Cui. @e) may not necessarily be the final film composition, especially 
for thin films, because of accommodation coefficient differences for Cu 
and Se on the deposition surface. In particular, it could be expected that 
the film would be Cu-rich compared with the evaporant, because of the 
relatively high vapor pressure of selenium. 
The stable form of cuprous selenide has stiochiometry Cui, gSeY5 and 
there is also evidence that copper is relatively mobile in CUI. $e. 
Given (a) and (b), it follows that there will be a tendency for excess Cu to 
migrate to the surface of the cuprous selenide film, where it will be oxi- 
dized to CugO, a process leading to the situation shown in Figure 32. 
The degrading diode then occurs by the formation of a bar r ie r  either at 
the gold-CugO or  the Cu2O-Cul 8Se interface. 
The Cu20 may be etched off the cell surface by the HNO3, restoring the 
cell to its original state. 
This model does not account for the fact that the gold grid was not removed 
from the cell during etching, as might be expected. However, it did account for the 
fact that an etch in dilute H N R  immediately after completion of the cell apparently pre- 
vented degradation, presumably by removing the excess copper from the CUI. @e film. 
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Figure 31. (a) I -V curve of a degraded barrier cell  
(b) I -V curve of a degraded cell,  showing partial recovery 
(c) I -V curve of a degraded cell,  showing complete recovery after etching 
\ 
cu*o 
GaAs 
Figure 32. Cross section of degraded barrier-contact cell 
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To test this hypothesis, and to  evaluate cell stability, two groups of tests 
have been performed. The f i r s t  of these examined the intrinsic stability of the device, 
using cells stored under inert  gas ambient, without illumination. The second group of 
tests examined the behavior of the cells when stored under various environments which 
could be expected to react  with the ceii materials io cause degradatfon. 
B. PRIMARY STABILITY TESTS 
1. Preparation 
Twelve cells were fabricated using two different substrate materials and three 
different etching procedures, a s  shown in Table VII. These cells were sealed into in- 
dividual glass envelopes, and leads were attached by use of conducting adhesive, with 
external connections through Kovar pins sealed through the tube base. The tubes were 
evacuated prior to backfilling with d r y  helium at 1 atmosphere pressure. The cells 
were stored at room temperature and were not illuminated during storage. 
2. Testing 
The cells were tested under tungsten illumination giving an Is, value for  a 
test cell equivalent to that obtained under 100 mW cm-2 sunlight. All cells were tested 
at four- or five-day intervals, and at  each test a complete I-V characteristic was 
plotted. From this, the maximum power point was determined graphically, and the 
cell efficiency calculated. 
TABLE Vn 
CELL TYPES USED I N  PRIMARY STABILITY TEST 
Structure 
Cu2 S e/GaA s / I d  s /A 1 
Cu2Se/GaAs/InAs/Al 
Cu2Se/GaA s/InA s / A l  
Cu2 Se/GaAs/InAs/Mo 
Cug Se/GaAs/InAs/Mo 
Cu2Se/GaAs/InAs/Mo 
Number Etch Before Barrier Formation 
no etch 
methanol-Br 
2.5% HNO3 
no etch 
methanol-Br 
2.5% HNO3 
Etch After 
Barr ie r  Formation 
no etch 
2.5% H N e  
2.5% HNO3 
no etch 
2.5% H N 0 3  
2.5% H N e  
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Testing began in early December 1966, and cells were added progressively 
as they were fabricated. When the test ended, in mid-April 1967, each cell had been 
tested for a minimum of two months, and some cells had been tested for as long as 
four months. 
Behavior Period 
(days) 
No loss; no color change 93 
Variable efficiency,* loss up to 40% 60 
Initial loss, then steady at 8Wo 89 
Initial loss,* then stable at 50% 60 
No loss 103 
1 No loss 73  
3. Results 
Figures 33(a) and 33(b) show cell efficiencies plotted as a function of time. 
The performances are shown as percentages of the initially measured efficiency. A 
detailed analysis of each cell is presented in Table VIII. 
state of the cells. 
Table M shows the final 
TABLE VIII 
CELL PERFORMANCES I N  PRIMARY STABILITY TEST 
Cells on aluminum substrates: 
Etches 
None- none 
None- none 
Br-HN03 
Br-HN03 
HN03-HN03 
HN03- H NO3 
Behavior 
Initial loss, then steady at 930/0; color change 
Gradual 40% loss;  color change 
No loss; no color change 
Initial loss, then steady at 95%; no color change 
No loss; color change 
Initial loss,  then steady at 88%; color change 
* 
13 2 
75 
122 
81 
80 
80 
~ ~ 
Cells on molybdenum substrates: 
Etches 
None- no ne 
None-none 
Br-HN03 
Br-HN03 
HN03-HN03 
H NO3 - H NO3 
Believed to be associated with pin-cleaning operation. 
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NONE-NONE 
5 5  
55 1 I 
ruot- e - 
- I 
I 0 O ' k p - y  
100' 
HNOs -HNOs 
5 5  
I O 0  
Br -HNOs 
5 5  
I O 0  
Br +NO, 
5 5  
0 20 4 0  60 80 IO0 I20 I40 
DAYS AFTER START OF TESTING 
_ -  
ETCHES: 
,-. 
100' 
NONE -NONE 
NONE -NONE 
5 5  
100 
HN03 -HNOs 
5 5  
I O 0  
HNOs +NO3 
5 5  
I O 0  
Br -HNO, 
5 5  
I O 0  
Br-HN03 
5 5  
0 2 0  40 60 80 IO0  
DAYS AFTER START OF TESTING 
Figure 33. (a) Efficiencies as a function of time for cells on aluminum substrates, 
primary stability test  
(b) Efficiencies as a function of time for ce l ls  on molybdenum substrates, 
primary stability tes t  
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Substrates: 
A1 
Mo 
TABLE M 
PRIMARY STABILITY TEST RESULTS 
93 100 100 
60 95 88 
100 80 100 
60 5 0  100 
#1 #2 #3 Etches 
Etches: #1 None-none 
#2 Br-HN03 
#3 HN03-HN03 
The pin-cleaning operation mentioned in  Table IX, was performed on the cell 
envelopes after completion of the sealing operation. The Kovar pins showed evidence 
of oxidation which led to variable contact resistances. These pins were cleaned by 
etching, and after completion of this process the cell efficiencies were found to have 
been reduced. Only with two tubes was this cleaning procedure found to be necessary, 
and in both cases the cell outputs were degraded by the operation. The cause for the 
effect is not immediately clear, since the cells were hermetically sealed in the 
envelopes, and were thus not exposed to the etches; the process did not involve any 
high-temperature operations. A conjectural possibility is that electrolytic effects on 
the Kovar pins caused the cells to be electrically stressed. 
Visual examination of the cells indicated that of the twelve cells, four on aluminum 
substrates showed surface color changes. The usual pale grey-green o r  blue coloration 
of the cells as initially fabricated, changed to a dark-brown o r  purplish shade. A 
correlation was seen between this color change and the loss in cell efficiency, for the 
cells on aluminum. The mechanism of the color change is unknown, although it pre- 
sumably is due to a change in the interference effects in the film, which give r ise  to 
the surface color. This may be a thickness change, with the film material remaining 
the same (which seems unlikely), o r  a change in refractive index of the film perhaps 
arising from a phase change in  the film material. This phase change may be cata- 
lyzed by the aluminum substrate, by the following process. The GaAs film growth 
occurs at a temperature very close to the melting point of the aluminum substrate, 
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and thus there appears to be a good possibility that the aluminum is sufficiently mobile 
to be able to enter the GaAs. It is inactive electrically, since AlAs  is also a 111-V 
semiconductor, although with a wide bandgap. Thus, small  amounts of aluminum, 
sufficient to catalyze a phase change in the cuprous selenide, may be present a t  the 
ture. 
G e s - C u  Se interface. 'li;iihout fjjrttle1- ~ ~ i - k ,  ho-tever, C1.G- L.1110 -*lot L I A U U C  nnmain L U A A I L C I L A u 9 onnioo- Y V L A J Y W  2 
Analysis of I-V characteristics showed that Voc values remained constant 
regardless of changes in cell efficiency. Losses in cell efficiency were due to drops 
in Isc and fill-factor. 
4. Conclusions 
Three types of cell behavior were observed: 
(a) An initial drop in efficiency, followed by stable operation (6 cells). 
(b) Stable output (5 cells), 
(c) Progressive loss in efficiency (1 cell). 
Of the cells on aluminum, the most stable ones were shown to be those with the 
Br-methanol GaAs etch and the 2.5% HNO3 Cu2Se etch. The Br-methanol appears 
to be effective for this application mainly because it provided a polishing effect on 
the GaAs layer. Other polish etches (3 H2S04:1HZ02:1H20, and to a lesser extent 
aqua regia) are too fast in their rate of removal of material to be applied to the thin 
GaAs layers in use. The HN03 etch used on the Cu2Se film may induce stability by 
removing copper from the film, as discussed in  Section V.A. 
C. SECONDARY STABILITY TESTS 
1. Preparation 
Three glass envelopes were prepared, each of the geometry shown schema- 
tically in Figure 34. Each envelope contained five cells of Al-Ids-GaAs-Cui. gSe 
structure, with Br-methanol and HNO3 etches used during cell fabrication. The cells 
were mounted using adequate conducting adhesive to provide both electrical and therm- 
al low-resistance contact between the aluminum substrate and the gold-plated glass 
temperature-controlled surface. Top connections were made using flexible tungsten 
tungsten contacts, with conducting adhesive to ensure low-resistance contact. Ex- 
ternal connections were made by Kovar pins sealed through the envelope base, as 
shown. 
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TEST CELL ( 5  PER- TUBE) 
f 
GOLD-PLATED 
SUWME \ 
WATER: IN OUT 
Figure 34. Cross section of envelope for ce l l  mounting, secondary stability test 
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After thc mounting of the cells, the tubes were sealed using a two-step 
process. In the first step the upper window-and-envelope portion was  sealed to the 
base-and-stem portion, using a disc seal made by rf induction heating. During this 
process, dry ultra-pure nitrogen was flushed continuously through the tube, using a 
fine inlet pipe passed through the pumping tube in  the base. This process w a s  used 
to minimize heating of the cells, which had been found to cause problems during 
sealing of the tubes used in the primary stability test. In the second step of the 
process,  the pumping tubulation was used to evacuate the tube. One of the envelopes 
was then sealed; the other envelopes were backfilled with the desired ambient gas,  and 
then sealed. One of these tubes was filled with dry oxygen at one atmosphere pressure,  
the other with air with 80% humidity at 25OC and one atmosphere pressure. 
humidity was attained by filling the tube with air saturated with water vapor at 2 loC  by 
passing the gas through a water bubbler maintained at this temperature, the vapor 
pressure of water at 21'C being equal to that of water vapor in 8 6  humid air at 25'C. 
The 8% 
2. Testing 
The cell efficiencies and spectral responses were measured individually 
From the I-V curve obtained, the matching load resistor 
The cells were then illuminated continuously for the 
immediately after sealing. 
was calculated for each cell. 
test duration with tungsten light giving output equivalent to that of 100-mW. 
sunlight, with the matched load resistor connected. Water at 25OC from a controlled 
constant-temperature source w a s  circulated through the cell mounting. Power output 
from the cells, and V were measured daily with a digital voltmeter; the I-V curves 
were made at weekly intervals to determine changes in efficiency, fill-factor, and I sc' 
QC' 
The spectra.1 response of each cell was measured at the conclusion of the 
test and compared with that obtained at the start of the test. 
3. Results 
cells, and the spectral responses a r e  shown in Figures 36(a), (b), and (c). 
Visual examination of the cells showed that the tube-sealing operation for the 
cells in oxygen and air ambients caused a change in surface coloration of the cells. 
The efficiencies of the cells immediately after this sealing were found to be less than 
those measured before the operation. However, during the first par t  of the test, the 
cell color returned to the normal green-blue appearance, and the efficiencies re- 
covered to their original values. This improvement appears in the performance data 
shown in Figures 35(b) and (e). 
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CELL'I 
CELL'Z 
CELL% 
CELL'4 
CELL'S 
120 
100 
I 2 0  
100 
I20 
100 
CELL+ I 
CELL *2  
CELL * 3  
CELL *4 
CELL *5 
'Po 
140 
100 
60 
I80 
100 
180 
100 y I 1 I - 
0 10 20 30 40 50  60 
DAYS AFTER STMT OF TESTING 
CELL+I 
CELL * 2  
CELL ' 3  
CELL '4 
CELL *5 
OPEN - CIRCUIT 
I I I I I I 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
DAYS AFTER START OF TESTING 
Figure 35. (a) Power output as a function of time, cells in vacuum, secondary stability test 
(b) Power output as a function of time, cells in  oxygen, secondary stability test 
(E) Power output as a function of time, cells in 80% humid air, secondary stability test 
100 
50 
0 10 20 30 40 60 
M Y S  AFTER START OF TESTING 
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Figure 36. (a) Spectral responses of cells in  vacuum, secondary stability test 
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Figure 36. (b) Spectral responses of cells in oxygen, secondary test 
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Figure 36. (c) Spectral responses of cel ls  in 80% humid air, secondary stability test 
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It is seen that aside from this increase in  efficiency a t  the s t a r t  of the test, 
the cell performances were stable within the indications of the present data. Excep- 
tions to this a r e  (a) one of the cells in vacuum, which degraded to 45% of its initial 
power, by losses in I and fill-factor, and (b) one of the cells in oxygen, whose out- 
put fell abruptly to zero, apparently because of an open-circuit in the contact to the 
cell. 
s c  
D. CONCLUSIONS 
The test data confirm that the present fabrication processes yield thin-film 
cells which a r e  stable under operation in vacuum and humid-air environments. The 
limited duration of the tests is a qualification of this result, but in comparison with 
results seen in  other types of thin-film cells, the outcome appears to be encouraging. 
This test program has also emphasized the need for further development of 
the methods used for making connections to the cells, since in  many cases the perform- 
ance degradation was associated with poor electrical contacts. 
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SECTION VI  
A N A L Y S I S  OF C E L L  EFFIC IENCY 
A. ANALYSIS OF PRESENT C E L L  PERFORMANCE 
A major barr ier  to further use of this type of cell i s  its present efficiency 
limitation of about 4%. Hence, it has seemed worthwhile to analyze the observed 
characteristics of the cell to determine the ways in which the experimental cells 
depart from ideal cells, which have theoretical efficiencies rather higher than 22% 
under A M 0  conditions. lo 
1. The Ideal Solar Cell 
The equivalent circuit for the ideal solar cell is shown in Figure 37. The 
cell characteristic is 
The value to be used for Io depends on whether the diode is a p-n junction, 
o r  a metal-semiconductor barr ier .  For the p-n junction, using the diffusion theoryl l :  
with A =- kT ( p n  + pP) ( a ~  1 +1 ) (NC NV) 1 /2  . 
U L  
(1+b)2 n P  P n  
(The symbols used a re  conventional, and may be found in the list of symbols 
at the beginning of this report.) Substitution of appropriate values into Eqs. (11) and 
(12) shows that in theory, for the GaAs p-n junction at  room temperature, Io = 4.1 x 
10-16 A ~ r n - ~ .  This is dependent on car r ie r  density, but the order of magnitude is 
the significant factor f o r  the purposes of this analysis. 
For the metal-semiconductor barr ier  case , according to the isothermal 
diode analysislO: 
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I 
1 
ILI 
RLOAD 
Figure 37. Equivalent circuit of ideal solar cell  
where the symbols are  again conventional. This equation neglects image forces and 
tunneling, but for diodes with low car r ie r  concentrations, the expression is sufficiently 
accurate for the purposes of this analysis. Substituting appropriate values and assum- 
ing VD = 1.38 e V  for GaAs at  room temperature, Io = 2.2 x A cm-2. 
It follows that under 135-mW*cm-2 A M 0  illumination, IL ;3 Io, and Eq. (10) 
can be reduced to 
I = I exp- clv - I L .  
0 kT 
It is convenient to characterize a cell 's curve by quoting the open-circuit 
voltage (Voc), the short-circuit current (Isc) and the fill-factor (F). 
defined by 
The latter is 
v X I  
m m 
v X I  ' F =  oc sc 
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where (17 E ) is the maximum power sper&ing point of the cell, i. e . ,  matched 
load condtion. From Eq. (14) it can be shown that an approximation for the fill- 
factor is*:  
m ’  m 
Illumination 
sc I 
voc  
F 
t 
(1nB - 1nlnB) (In B-1) F =  
(lnB)2 9 
p-n Junction Cell Barr ier  Cell  
135 mW*cm-’ 100 mW.cm’2 135 mW*cm’2 100 mW*cm“ 
34 mA* cm-2 -2 46 mA- cm’2 34 mA* cm-2 46 mA-cm 
0 . 8 4  V 0 . 8 3  V 1 .0  v 1.0 v 
0 . 8 6  0 . 8 6  0 . 8 7  0 . 8 7  
25% 24% 30% 30% 
IL where B = -. 
0 
I 
Hence, it remains necessary only to obtain a value for IL, to determine the 
theoretical efficiency. An absolute theoretical maximum can be arrived at by assuming 
unity quantum efficiency for the cell operation, and integrating the solar radiation 
spectrum over the range of energies greater than the intrinsic absorption edge of the 
material. F o r  GaAs, with an absorption edge at 1 . 3 8  eV, this gives a value fo r  
IL = 46 mA cm”. From this figure, the parameters for a theoretical GaAs cell 
operating under A M 0  illumination were  derived, as  shown in Table X. 
TABLE X 
THEORETICAL OPERATION PARAMETERS FOR GaAs SOLAR CELLS 
The efficiencies for the p-n junction cell a r e  rather higher than those given 
by Loferski, lo because of the simple assumptions which have been made concerning Io, 
I t  may come as somewhat of a surprise to see theoretical efficiencies for the barr ier  
cell rather higher than those for  the junction cell. However, the assumptions made in 
the calculation a re  so  simple as  t o  render the result of little practical significance, 
* This approximation was obtained under work on a different research contract (NASW- 
1427) ; the approximation produces F values differing from precise calculations by less 
than 1% over the range of conditions considered here. 
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fo r  reasons which a re  discussed below. Before going on to discuss deviations from 
theoretical behavior, i t  may be of some help to the reader to summarize the assump- 
tions underlying the calculations giving the parameters shown in Table X: 
In the p-n junction cell, the electrical behavior follows the characteristic 
derived by the diffusion theory analysis. 
In the barr ier  cell, the electrical behavior follows the characteristic 
derived for  the simplest isothermal diode, with tunnelling and image 
forces neglected, and a barr ier  height equal to E for GaAs. G 
There is no ser ies  resistance in the cell equivalent circuit. 
There are no reflection losses from the cell. 
All photons with energy greater than the bandgap value (1.38) a re  absorbed 
with unity quantum efficiency. 
The collection efficiency for generated ca r r i e r s  is unity (i. e.,  only radi- 
ative recombination occurs, and all photons generated by this process 
a re  re-absorbed and contribute to cell output; also the diffusion length 
is infinitely larger than the reciprocal of the optical absorption constant). 
2. Comparison with Exper imenta l  C e l l s  
The theoretical treatment above departs from the experimental behavior 
even for cells made with p-n junctions in single-crystal material, and the departures 
from the theory seen for barr ier  cells on polycrystalline semiconductor material 
a r e  even larger. 
Analytical solution of the general equation of the cell characteristic, account- 
The behavior of the system may be analyzed numerically, 
ing for departures from theoretical behavior of the diode, and including the effects of 
Rs and Rsh, is not possible. 
but such an analysis is beyond the scope of this work. However, it is possible to arrive 
at  an estimate of the effects on the cell performance of the various factors tending to 
lower the cell efficiency, if some simplifying assumptions a re  made. 
In the p-n junction, it is found experimentally that the diode in the equivalent 
circuit has a characteristic of the form. 
I = I e-(- q v  -I), 
0 AkT 
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where A ranges from the expected unity up to values as  high a s  10 o r  20, though it is 
usually less than 4. Large values of A lead apparently to increased values of Voc f o r  
the cells. However, the physical processes leading to increases in A, such as re- 
combination in the junction region, lead also to increases in the value of Io in the diode 
characteristics.  he increases in b might @pically bo to lO-9A cm-2, where the 
theory indicates 10-16A . cm-2. 
In the barr ier  cell, the same effects on the diode characteristic a r e  also seen. 
For the present cells, values of A are  typically between 2 and 4, while values for Io 
a r e  in the A cm-2 range for the cells on polycrystalline GaAs  films. For  cells 
on single-crystal GaAs, considerably smaller values of Io a r e  found, leading to higher 
efficiencies for  these cells, in particular, better Voc values. 
Processes leading to an experimental Is, value lower than the theoretical 
value are:  
(i) Reflection from the front surface of the cell. 
(ii) Absorption in the barrier-contact film. 
(iii) Absorption in the grid electrode structure. 
(iv) Collection efficiencies less than unity. 
Table XI shows estimates for the values realized in practice for these processes, 
and gives the Isc values found in practice for  two cells, one an average cell of 3.090 
efficiency, the other the most efficient cell made, with 4.2% efficiency. The figures 
given in the table a r e  factors by which each process affects the Is, value, and hence 
the experimental Isc is the product of the theoretical Is, and the four factors involved. 
The value of collection efficiency found here correlates well with what can be 
expected from a diffusion analysis. If a flux of N 1  photons of energy greater than the 
bandgap are incident on the junction region in the GaAs, the depletion region width is 
d, the optical absorption constant for GaAs beyond the band edge is a ,  and the dif- 
fusion length for minority ca r r i e r s  is L, it can be shown that: 
I- -I 
J 1 I = q N 1  1 - -  exp-ad s c  I 1+aL 
F o r a =  lo4  cm-l, the expression shows that for d = 0.29 p m and Is, value of 
11.8 mA - cm-2 (both as measured for  the 3.0% efficient cell), then L = 0 . 3  pm. 
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TABLE XI 
EFFECT O F  LOSS PROCESSES ON I s c  
Theoretical I (mA . cm-2) 
Absorbance of surface 
Transmittance of barr ier  film 
Transmittance of grid 
Collection efficiency 
-2 
Realized I (mA cm ) 
sc 
sc 
Theory 
34 
1 .0  
1 .0  
1 . 0  
1.0 
34.0  
3 . 0 %  Cell 
Now L =* =p kT (19) 
where CC = car r ie r  mobility 
q = electronic charge 
k = Boltzmann's constant 
T = absolute temperature 
T = car r ie r  lifetime 
Hence the experimental results indicate a mobility-lifetime product of 2 . 3  x 
This also brings out 
lo-' cm2.V. 
parameter for single-crystal bulk GaAs is around 4 x 10-5 cm. 
the difference in quality between the polycrystalline film GaAs, and bulk single-crystal 
GaAs. 
This is reasonable for polycrystalline material since the value of this 
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34 
0.60 
0.70 
0.95 
0.87 
11 .8  
4 . 2 %  Cell 
34 
0.70 
0.70 
0.95 
0.95 
1 5 . 0  
Notes: (i) Surface absorbance estimated from curve in Figure 28. 
(ii) Transmittance of barr ier  film taken to be that of monitor 
film on glass. 
(iii) Grid transmittance obtained from geometry of deposition 
mask. 
(iv) Collection efficiency derived from other factors and known 
I value (see text). sc 
Combining experimental values for Isc, A, and Io, it i s  possible to obtain a 
value f o r  the expected cell efficiency, using Eqs. (16) and (18). The results of these 
calculations for  the 3.0% and 4.2% efficient cells a r e  shown in Table XII. The remain- 
ing factor leading to loss in cell efficiency is series resistance, since it has been found 
flat shunt resistances may be neglected foi- the cella uiidei. biaeussim. 
The difference between the fill-factor indicated by calculation from the Is, 
and Io values, and thatobtained in practice, has been assumed to a r i se  from series 
resistance effects. The measured value of series resistance is generally between 10 
and 20 ohms for typical cells, and this value appears reasonably to account for the loss 
of performance, as  calculated by Wysocki. 6 
The results of the foregoing calculations a re  summarized in Table XIII. The 
figures given a re  the factors by which the theoretical efficiency must be multiplied to 
give the realized efficiency because of departures from the ideal value for  the four 
parameters  shown. 
The data show that the second cell has a higher efficiency mainly because of 
increases  in Is, and F. It should, however, be pointed out that cells  with average 
efficiencies have frequently shown Voc values in excess of 0.55 V. In this respect, 
the behavior of the cell on single-crystal GaAs, whose characteristic is reproduced 
in Figure 30, is especially interesting. The Voc value for this cell is 0.755 V, imply- 
ing a very low value for  Io. This is consistent with the Io values a s  determined by the 
I-V measurements, and shown in Figures 11 and 13 for single-crystal and polycrystal- 
line specimens. 
B. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the above analysis indicate that no single major factor accounts 
fo r  the observed reduction of cell efficiency below the theoretical value. However, 
the two largest contributors to the loss in efficiency a r e  the presently observed VOc 
and Is, values. Hence, it is appropriate that the major research effort during the 
reporting period should have concentrated on these two areas. 
The parameter which experimentally departs most from the theoretical value 
is Io. While it appears to be possible to control this to some degree (see Section III), 
it would be necessary to reduce the experimental value by some three or  four orders  
of magnitude to significantly improve the cell performance. It appears that the present 
values of Io may ar ise  from the polycrystalline nature of the semiconductor, s o  that 
improvements in this direction may be difficult to obtain. This is an area which at  the 
present time can only be approached empirically, and it is found to be a major factor 
in determining the efficiencies of other polycrystalline solar cells. 
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TABLE XI1 
OPERATING PARAMETERS AND CALCULATED EFFICIENCY 
FOR EXPERIMENTAL CELLS 
I 0 ( A - ~ r n - ~ )  
A 
-2 I (=I ) (A-cm ) 
sc L 
oc 
v 
F (calculated) 
F (measured) 
*estimated 
3.0%' Cell 
-6 
3 . 7  x 10 
2 . 3 4  
1 1 . 8  x 
0 . 4 9  
0 . 6 5  
0 .51  
4 . 2 %  Cell 
-6" 
15. x 10 
2.0" 
15.0 
0 . 4 9  
0 . 6 8  
0 . 5 7  
TABLE XIII 
SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF LOSS PROCESSES 
ON CELL EFFICIENCY 
Combined effect of Io and 
A on V 
I effect on F 
R effect on F 
I *  
oc 
0 
S 
sc 
3 .0% Cell 
0 . 4 9  
0.81 
0 . 7 5  
0 . 3 5  
4 . 2 %  Cell 
0 . 4 9  
0 . 8 3  
0 . 8 4  
0 . 4 4  
*This factor is analyzed in  more  detail in Table XI. 
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SECTlON YI I  
REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE CELL TYPES 
A. CELL  STRUCTURES 
The cuprous-selenide-on-GaAs barrier layer cell which has been investigated 
during the present contract period represents the resul ts  of considerable exploratory 
work done under previous contracts. * Hence, a review of this ear l ier  work is in 
order,  to indicate the rationale underlying the present research. 
The original work used GaAs as the active semiconductor component of the 
cells. This choice was based on several factors: 
10 1. Loferski had shown that the energy gap of GaAs was close to  the 
optimum for conversion of sunlight into electrical energy. 
The material has a high optical absorption constant 
plete absorption of incident light can be accomplished by a very thin layer 
of GaAs. This high optical absorption constant arises from the direct 
bandgap of GaAs, which contrasts with the case for silicon. In silicon, 
the indirect gap results in  a softer absorption edge, so that a loss in 
efficiency is noted in silicon cells whose thickness is less than about 6 
mils. 14 
13 2. ; therefore, com- 
3. Methods for forming thin films of GaAs had been under active in- 
vestigation for some years,  and satisfactory approaches had been de- 
veloped, suitable for application to solar cell fabrication for research 
purposes. 
However, research resul ts  with the CdS cell had shown that calculations of the type 
performed by Loferski were based on assumptions not necessarily valid in practice. 
Hence, it was felt worthwhile to investigate a material with bandgap wider than the 
calculated optimum, for solar-cell use. G a p  films were grown and investigated for 
this reason, and these films were later applied to an alternative cell  structure (see 
Section VII. B. ). 
A novel cell structure was also investigated during early phases of the work. 
This was based on an aluminum substrate into one surface of which a layer of fine 
GaAs particles was impressed. The soft aluminum surface held the GaAs, and the 
remaining exposed surface of the substrate, in the interstices between the particles, 
* Contracts NAS7-202, NAS3-2796 and NAS3-6466. 
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was anodized to provide electrical isolation. Application of a barr ier  to the exposed 
surface of the GaAs particles would then create a cell in the desired thin-layer geometry. 
(The entire approach closely resembles that investigated at Hoffman Electronics for 
the fabrication of large-area solar cells using silicon spheres. 15) Initial evaluation of 
the electrical characteristics of GaAs pressed into aluminum foil indicated that a high 
contact resistance existed: pre-coating the foil might have eliminated this problem. 
However, the packing density of the particles on the substrate could not be expected 
ever to exceed 70% of area utilization, so that when more promising approaches to cell 
fabrication appeared, this work was discontinued. 
B. J U NCT ION -FORM I NG PROCESSES 
The initial objective in cell fabrication was to develop methods for forming 
p-n junctions in the GaAs layers, Processes investigated were: 
1. Successive growth of layers of different conductivity type, using doped 
source wafers to control the majority car r ie r  type in the GaAs in the 
vapor growth technique, and using the halide growth technique (see 
Section VI11 of this report for more information on these processes). 
2. Diffusion of Zn, Mn, Cu, Sn, Se, and Te into the polycrystalline n-type 
layers to form a p-type surface. 
In all cases,  the diodes made by these methods showed high shunt conductances, which 
severely degraded the photovoltaic performance of the cells. 
Application of these methods to forming p-n junctions using single-crystal 
wafers in place of the polycrystalline base layers showed that good (low-leakage) 
diodes could be made. The difficulty with the layer-base diodes was presumed to be 
due to the polycrystallinity, and it was thought that rapid impurity diffusion along the 
grain boundaries probably provided the shunt conductivity paths. 
later verified by ttmapping" photovoltaic performance over the surface of a poly- 
crystalline wafer of GaAs. A localized sharp drop in Voc was found to occur at a 
region where three crystallites met at a point. 
This conclusion was 
Diffusion of impurities along grain boundaries was possible because of the 
necessity for high temperatures in the junction formation processes. A low-tempera- 
ture junction formation process was sought. Two possibilities were investigated: 
1. The deposition of a thin layer of GaAs by sputtering, using an argon 
ambient and wafers of GaAs source material. 
2. The formation of thin fi lms of GaAs under high vacuum, by flash 
evaporation of particles of GaAs. 
(More information on these processes will be found in Section VIII.). 
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In each case,  the resulting GaAs fi lms were found to exhibit anomalous 
optical properties and to have high electrical resistivity. The high resistivity would 
degrade the cell performance because of the resulting large value of series resistance, 
so that these two processes appeared to  be impractical for cell fabrication. 
One other junction structure was evaluated for cell manufacture. The 
processing knowledge acquired during earlier work on growth methods for GaP layers 
was applied to the formation of heterojunction cells. N-type GaP layers between 20 
and 250 microns in thickness were deposited on p-type GaAs single-crystal wafers. 
In some cases  a drop in Voc value which decreased with increasing G a P  layer thick- 
ness  was observed, to  a degree which could not be explained by simple heterojunction 
formation. It seemed that the junction depth increased more rapidly than the GaP 
layer growth rate ,  which may have been caused by phosphorus diffusing into the GaAs 
to displace arsenic,  which would diffuse outwards, during the GaP growth process. 
Similar experiments were also performed using polycrystalline GaAs layers  as the 
base material ,  but good rectification ratios could not be obtained, so that the method 
was shown to be unsuitable for application to thin-film solar cell fabrication. 
Following these difficulties wi th  attempts to make p-n junctions and hetero- 
junctions in polycrystalline GaAs layers, it was decided that the most promising 
approach to cell fabrication lay in barrier-layer cells. These depended on the 
formation of an inversion layer at the GaAs surface, and the deposition of a semi- 
transparent conducting layer on the GaAs surface which would make contact with the 
inversion layer. The band structure of such a layer is shown schematically in  
Figure 38, part  (a) of which shows the maximum band-bending case,  and part  (b) 
of which shows the case when a partially filled set  of surface states exists. The 
maximum Voc value would be obtained i n  case (a) when Vo is a maximum, but the 
more usual case is as in (b). Since the existence of the surface states, and their 
density and energy value, can only be determined empirically, and is also very 
sensitive to changes in surface treatment, it followed that an experimental program 
was needed to  evaluate a range of candidate materials for the barrier-contact layer. 
Suitable materials included both metals and compounds, but because of the 
high optical absorption coefficients for metals, primary emphasis was placed on those 
compounds which could be formed in electrically conducting thin films. These com- 
pounds are, in general, semiconductors with wide bandgaps, thus allowing optical 
transmission of photons in the energy range in which GaAs shows photosensitivity. 
However, as prepared in thin-film form, these materials are often degenerate, having 
a large car r ie r  concentration caused either by departures from stoichiometry or by 
the presence of impurities. 
metals, particularly, in forming contacts to semiconductors. 
proper to regard the photosensitive junctions made by these materials with a semi- 
conductor as being barr ier  junctions (as described above) rather than heterojunctions. 
The degeneracy of the compounds does, however, lead to  more free-carrier absorption 
for photons with energies less than the bandgap, than would be the case for a true 
semiconductor. 
Consequently, these compounds behave in many ways as 
For this reason it is 
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Figure 38. (a) Band structure of inversion layer, maximum band-bending case 
(b) Band structure of  inversion layer, surface state present 
Materials investigated and results obtained are summarized in Table XIV. 
These resul ts  a r e  from initial survey experiments, and give only an indication of the 
potentialities of a given material, rather than a definition of the ultimate performance. 
In addition to  copper, silver and aluminum were also examined as barr ier  layers, 
with small  photoresponses being seen. 
resul ts  . 
Tin oxide was also evaluated, with similar 
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TABLE M V  
SUMMARY OF RESULTS WITH VARIOUS BARRIER-FORMING MATERIALS 
VIaterial 
c u  
Ag 
A1 
CUI 
c u 2 s  
Cu2Se 
Cu2Te 
CdS 
ZnTe 
In2’3 
Biz03 
Moo3 
NiO 
PbO 
NiS 
SnS 
Fabrication Method 
~ 
Electrodeposited on polycrystalline 
GaAs 
Electrodeposited on polycrystalline 
GaAs 
Vacuum evaporated 
Electrodeposited Cu, exposed to I 
vapor, on single-crystal GaAs 
Electrodeposited Cu, reacted with 
H2S or S in CS2, or vacuum 
evaporated 
Electrodeposited Cu, reacted with 
Se in benzene, or vacuum 
Electrodeposited TeBr4 reacted 
with CuSO4, also vacuum evaporate( 
Electrodeposited Cd exposed to H2S 
or anode in  (NH4)2S soln., on 
single-crystal GaAs 
Vacuum deposited with Cu dopant 
on GaAs single crystal  
InC13 sprayed onto substrate a t  
35OoC in air 
Vacuum evaporated 
Vacuum evaporated 
Decomposed on evaporation 
Decomposed on evaporation 
Decomposed on evaporation 
Vacuum evaporated 
Result 
High leakage and high series 
re si s tance 
Low photoresponse 
Low photoresponse 
Voc = 0.79V, sheet resis- 
tance increases with time 
= 0.6V, sheet 
vOC 
c onductivity-transmission 
product low 
Voc = 0.75,  stable film 
Voc = 0.6V, high sheet re- 
sistance high shunt con- 
duc tance 
No photovoltage on n-type 
GaAs 
voc = 0.43v 
Transparent films, sheet 
resistance < 100 Q sq-1, 
ohmic contact 
Voc = 0.15V 
Sheet resistance > 108Q sq-’ 
Sheet resistance l o 7  Q sq” 
small photov ol t age 
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TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS WITH VARIOUS BARRIER-FORMING MATERIALS (Cont'd. ) 
Fabrication Method Material Result 
cu3  P 
SnO 
NiS Electrodeposited Ni reacted with 
H2S, on crystal  GaAs 
voc = 0 . 3 5  
Vacuum evaporated I voc = 0.4v 
I Low photoresponse 
Following this evaluation, work was concentrated on the copper-sulphide 
bar r ie r  layer system, and considerable development effort was put into forming thin 
films of this material. 
Vacuum evaporation was employed for forming the films, with a fresh charge 
of Cu2S being used for  each evaporation. The films as immediately prepared showed 
a resistivity of 200 ohm-cm, but this dropped on exposure to air. A very much more 
striking decrease in resistance was obtained when the film was exposed to the vapor 
over ammonium polysulphide, resistivities of 6.5 x 10-4 ohm-cm being obtained. 
optical transmission of the films was  measured as a function of wavelength, and from 
these measurements and the conductivity resul ts  it was concluded that the deposited 
films absorbed sulphur during the vapor treatment, to form copper vacancies, thus 
increasing the electrical conductivity, since Cu2S is a deficiency semiconductor. I-V 
measurements on Cu2S films deposited on single-crystal GaAs wafers indicated that 
the contact behaved electrically like a metal-semiconductor junction, confirming that 
the Cu2S was degenerate. 
The 
Cells made with Cu2S exhibited 1.5% efficiencies over areas of 0 . 7 2  cm2, 
with Voc = 0.5 volt. 
which severely degraded the fill-factor. 
The main efficiency limitation was found to be cell  resistance,  
The initial survey results also indicated that cuprous selenide was a potential 
alternative to Cu2S; s o  a development effort was made with this material. A vacuum 
evaporation technique w a s  evolved whichJed to films being deposited which were 70% 
transmitting to 1.5-eV radiation at 175-A thickness, and gave a sheet resistivity of 
93 ohms per square at this thickness. 
GaAs cells on Mo substrates made with cuprous selenide showed indications of 
efficiencies close to 4% over small  a reas  with this as a bar r ie r  layer. With further 
development, described elsewhere in this report ,  this material  is still the most 
promising for this application. 
This result  was encouraging, and thin-film 
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~ ~~ 
With development of better growth techniques for GaAs films, resulting in 
more uniform layers, attempts have been occasionally made to produce junctions by 
diffusion. In all cases,  however, high shunt conductances have been obtained, and the 
barrier-layer type of cell has been demonstrably superior. 
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SECTION V l l l  
REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS 
A. SEMI CON DUCTOR 5 
Theory indicates that for  solar  energy conversion using the photovoltaic effect, 
GaAs should be more efficient than G a p .  
conversion efficiency are not those considered in the theoretical treatment, so  that 
it appeared worthwhile to consider G a P  as an alternative material  to GaAs for cell 
fabrication. 
germanium-coated tungsten, using the vapor-transport technique with source and 
substrate close to 1000°C. Good adherence and uniform layers w e r e  found. N-type 
layers were obtained from both n- and p-type starting material, with resistivities in 
the range 30 to 300 ohm-cm. 
However, in practice the limitations on 
Layers of G a P  were formed on quartz, molybdenum, tungsten and 
Some success was obtained in forming a p-type surface layer by diffusion of 
zinc into G a P  polycrystalline layers. 
large shunt conductance which severely degraded the photovoltaic performance. For 
this reason, the use of G a P  as a base material  for cells appeared impractical. Hence 
attention was shifted to the Gap-GaAs heterojunction type of cell, for which the results 
reviewed in Section VI1 of this report w e r e  obtained. 
However, these junctions always exhibited a 
Some results of exploratory-type experiments in which bar r ie rs  of cuprous 
iodide and cuprous sulphide were applied to other semiconductors a r e  summarized 
in Table XV. 
In a wider context, the results with cadmium sulphide are interesting, es- 
pecially in view of the recent successes which have been achieved with this material. 
However, at the time they were obtained the results shown in Table XV did not warrant 
the discontinuance of interest in G a A s  as a base material. This was mainly because 
the CUI bar r ie rs  were highly unstable, the output degrading completely over  a period 
of a few days. 
6. GaAs LAYER FORMATION METHODS 
1. The Vapor Transport Method 
For the entire time that the work on GaAs cells has been in progress,  the 
principal method used to form the GaAs layers has been the vapor transport system 
developed originally by F. H .  Nicoll of RCA Laboratories. The starting material is 
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Base 
Material 
n - G e  
P - &  
n - Si 
p - Si 
CdS 
CdS 
CdS 
CdS 
CdS 
CdS 
CdTe 
CdTe 
TABLE XV 
RESULTS WITH ALTERNATIVE BASE MATERIALS 
Form 
S . C .  * 
s. c. 
s. c. 
s. c. 
s. c. 
s. c. 
p.c. * 
p. c. 
p. c. 
p. c. 
s. c. 
p. c. 
-~ 
Barrier 
Materi a1 
CUI 
CUI 
CUI 
CUI 
CUI 
CUI 
CUI 
CUI 
CUZS 
CUZS 
CUI 
CUI 
Illuminated 
Surface 
CUI 
c UI 
CUI 
CUI 
CUI 
CdS 
CUI 
CdS 
CUZS 
CdS 
CUI 
CUI 
Voc Volts 
0.04 
0.11 
0.4 
zero 
0.30 
0.29 
0.60 
0.30 
0.41 
0.41 
0.62 
0.30 
Remarks 
- 
- 
- 
- 
very good recti- 
fication ratio 
obtained 
very good recti- 
fication ratio 
obtained 
- 
smaller sensi- 
tivity than CuI- 
illuminated case 
- 
smaller sensi- 
tivity than Cu2S- 
illuminated case 
linear I-V charac- 
ter is  tic, high 
photosensitivity 
less sensitivity 
than s. c. cell 
* s. c. : single-crystal 
p. c. : polycrystal 
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bulk GaAs, which has usually been in the form of a single-crystal wafer. 
maintained at a high temperature in a hydrogen furnace, with the substrate at a rather 
lower temperature in  the same furnace. The reversible reaction 
This is 
2 GaAs + H20 G a 2 0  + H2 + As2 
is believed to  occur, the forward direction being favored by higher temperatures. 
GaAs is thus transported onto the cooler substrate, at a ra te  determined by the con- 
centration of oxygen present, and the temperatures of the source and substrate. 
Further details of this process and the resul ts  achieved recently are to be found in 
Section I of this report. 
2. Vacuum Deposition Methods 
Two approaches to achieving GaAs film growth under vacuum were investigated 
during ear l ier  phases of this work. 
Both gave similar results. 
These were flash evaporation and sputtering. 
The sputtering deposition system used GaAs wafers as the source material, 
these being mounted by conducting epoxy cement on a tantalum sheet. Typical 
deposition conditions were  : 
Discharge current 
V o 1 ta ge 
10 - 15 mA 
1900 - 2300 V 
Argon pressure 
Substrate temperature 250 - 6OO0C 
Cathode-substrate distance 3 cm 
Deposition rate 
55 - 65 microns 
0 
160 - 240A min-l 
Argon flow rate 1 - 3 ml min-1 
The argon was passed through a dessicant before use. 
The flash evaporation system employed particles of GaAs 10 to  14 mils in 
diameter, which were fed into a tungsten boat heated to 160OOC. The vacuum duriFg 
deposition was of the order 10-5 Torr ,  and most films were grown at about 1000 A 
min-l. Substrate temperatures between 200 and 6OO0C were used, and GaAs fi lms 
were successfully grown on glass, molybdenum, single-crystal GaAs, vapor-grown 
layers of GaAs, and calcium fluoride. 
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Results from both methods showed that amorphous films were obtained on 
substrates at room temperature, and that crystallinity in the deposits increased with 
increase of temperature. Single-phase GaAs was in general obtained, as evidenced 
by x-ray diffraction studies. 
Measurements showed that the films obtained at low substrate temperatures 
had anomalously high optical absorption for wavelengths longer than the band edge, 
compared with single-crystal material. With increasing substrate temperatures, this 
anomalous effect became less  pronounced, but even the best films obtained did not 
show the sharp absorption edge and low long-wavelength absorption characteristic of 
single-crystal material. In this respect, vapor-grown GaAs layers showed behavior 
much closer to bulk single-crystal material. The optical properties of the vacuum- 
deposited layers were  not of direct significance, but were an indication that the film 
material differed considerably from bulk and vapor-deposited GaAs. 
If not intentionally doped, the vacuum-deposited films were p-type. To 
produce n-type material, high doping concentrations (0.1 to  1.0% Sn) were found to 
be necessary. Undoped p-type films exhibited resistivities of 103 to l o 5  ohm-cm. 
Heavy doping with manganese (more than 0.1% Mn) reduced the resistivity of the 
p-type films to between 10 and l o 3  ohm-cm, but n-type films always had resistivities 
of l o 4  to lo6  ohm-cm. Some evidence for a correlation between increasing substrate 
temperature and higher resistivity w a s  found. These electrical measurements 
definitely indicated that the vacuum-deposited GaAs would be unsatisfactory for cell 
fabrication. These results all correlated with those published by other workers. 16 
3. Halide Transport Method 
Another chemical system for forming GaAs layers is described by the 
reactions : 
2 Ga + 6 HC1 - 2GaC13 f 3H2 
2 
2 AsH3 + 4 GaC13 +2GaC1 + 6HC1 + C1 
2 
The first reaction is obtained by passing HC1 (diluted with H2) over the metal at about 
7OO0C. The resulting vapor is mixed with arsine and passed over the substrate at 
600 to 650°C where the second reaction proceeds. The method has been shown to 
produce very high-quality epitaxial GaAs films on Ge and GaAs single-crystal sub- 
strates. 17 
Equipment specially designed for use with thin metal foil substrates was  
built and operated during 1965. * The design was such that InAs and GaAs films could 
be deposited sequentially (the reactions above a r e  valid if In is substituted for Ga). 
*Contract NAS3-6466. 
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Various difficulties with the equipment were encountered and solved, but a persistent 
problem proved to be cracking and curling of the aluminum foil substrate, under 
attack by the HC1 in the gas mixture. Some satisfactory films on small  areas of the 
substrate were obtained, but the effort was discontinued to allow concentration of 
effort on other areas of research. This method remains a potentially valuable approach 
to large-area cells and is felt to be ultimately the best  method for growing GaAs 
layers. 
4. Vapor Growth from the Elements 
An approach combining the principles of the vapor transport technique and 
halide transport  system was also evaluated. Gallium was transported from the metal 
by the oxide reaction described above, and arsenic was introduced as arsine. Layers 
of GaAs were formed on molybdenum substrates, but difficulty was encountered in 
obtaining uniform deposits free of gallium precipitations. 
was discontinued to allow concentration on other problems. 
The work on this method 
C. SUBSTRATES 
Early work on GaAs thin-film cells employed substrates of tungsten and 
i molybdenum. These were  chosen to permit high substrate temperatures to be em- 
ployed during the GaAs layer growth process. It was found that GaAs layers grown 
directly on these substrates showed a high-resistance and non-ohmic contact with the 
substrate. 
It was concluded that the non-ohmic effects were due to the metal-semiconductor 
junction, and that the high-resistance effects arose at the crystallite interfaces in the 
initially deposited GaAs. This initial growth region was shown to consist of a large 
number of very small crystallites. As growthproceeded, some of these crystallites grew 
faster than others, so that later growth produced fewer but larger crystallites. Thus the initial 
growth region provided a large number of inter-crystallite boundaries, which hence localized 
resistance arisingfrom the boundaries in the region of the GaAs adjacent to the substrate, 
To overcome both of these problems, methods for heavily doping the GaAs 
during the period of initial growth were devised. These consisted of either depositing 
the desired impurity on the GaAs source wafer surface prior to  film growth, or of 
precoating the substrate with an impurity which would produce a high ca r r i e r  con- 
centration in the initially grown material. Both of these approaches obtained the 
desired objective, though the precoated substrate technique was found to give more 
uniform and reproducible results. However, with cells made using these methods of 
obtaining ohmic and low-resistance back contacts, the diode characterist ics showed a 
tendency to high shunt conductance, which may have been due to diffusion of the sub- 
strate coating material along the grain boundaries to the front face of the cell. 
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Although the molybdenum and tungsten substrates w e r e  satisfactory from the 
cell fabrication viewpoint, the weight penalties which would be imposed by these 
materials made the use of a lighter alternative very attractive. Aluminum was the 
most promising candidate material, particularly since it was readily available in thin 
fzi! fcrm. Iyitia! eva!uaticm W 3 E  done -*.l.;it!: 25- i ;  m-thic!.\ fci!, but this materi3! ccrled 
after the GaAs layer had been grown on it, presumably because of coefficient of 
thermal expansion mismatch between substrate and GaAs. 
ever,  the problem was less  severe,  and with the thinnest foil which could be handled 
satisfactorily (5 pm) no curling was seen. This was presumably due to the ability of 
the aluminum to yield plastically when used in  such a thin section. 
With thinner foils, how- 
Once again, high-resistance non-ohmic contacts between aluminum substrates 
and GaAs layers were obtained, and it was found that precoats of flash-evaporated 
I d s ,  vacuum evaporated Sn-Ge alloy, and Sn-Ag alloy, did not eliminate the problem, 
as they had done with the molybdenum substrates. This problem was solved by the 
discovery that a substrate precoat of vapor-deposited InAs eliminated both the high 
resistivity and nonlinearity in the contact. The technique has been used consistently 
throughout the remainder of the work. A discussion of the principles on which the 
technique is believed to operate, and results of recent work in this area, is to be 
found i n  Section I11 of this report. 
The aluminum substrates limit the temperatures which can be used during 
GaAs film growth to being below the melting point of A1 (64OOC). This is a drawback, 
in that it limits the growth rate which can be attained. Hence, lightweight alternative 
materials with a higher melting point have been considered. The only serious 
possibility appears to be titanium. However, it is known that this material  disintegrates 
if heated in hydrogen, and hence would not be compatible with the GaAs film growth 
process. There appears to exist the possibility that the hydrogen furnace ambient 
could be replaced with an inert  gas such a s  helium or  argon, but this has not been 
investigated experimentally. 
D. LARGE-AREA CELLS 
In most of the work done under this and previous contracts, the areas of 
fabricated cells have been between 0.5 and 1 . 0  cm2. Such a cell is clearly of no interest  
for production purposes, and consequently an effort has been made to form large-area 
cells. 
The principal difficulty anticipated was the growth of GaAs layers of satis- 
factory quality, using the vapor transport process. Experience confirmed this ex- 
pectation. The equipment used is described in detail in reference 1, and is a develop- 
ment of the furnaces used for small-area cells. 
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The films obtained showed nonuniformities which were believed to ar ise  from 
temperature gradients and gas flow patterns in the growth region. 
f i lms grown were suitable for cell fabrication, but at no time was a layer of 10  cm2 
(the furnace capacity) obtained with uniformity adequate for the fabrication of a cell 
with this area. 
Portions of the 
It appears that the difficulties encountered with this furnace a re  not insuper- 
However, the halide transport process described above (Section VIII. B. 3) appears able. 
to be fundamentally better suited to large-area GaAs layer growth, especially when 
the economic factors of production a re  considered. 
SECTION I X  
CONCLUSIONS A N D  RECOMMENDATIONS 
A t  the present time, modest cell efficiencies and small cell areas a r e  the 
major problems to be overcome before the cells can be considered seriously for 
practical application. 
on increasing cell areas has little point. The following conclusions have been drawn 
concerning cell efficiencies: 
Unless cell efficiencies can be improved, however, effort spent 
(i) No single factor causes the present cell efficiencies, and approximately 
equal increases in cell performance could be attained by improving the 
V and I values to the theoretical limit. However, work during the 
reporting period has shown that improvements in V 
cult to obtain, whereas I 
A small improvement in  cell efficiency may be obtained by reducing 
the series resistance of the cells. This series resistance has been 
shown not to be due to the barr ier  layer, but to ar ise  in the GaAs layer. 
oc s c  
are very diffi- oc improvements may be more easily achieved. 
sc 
(ii) 
Other conclusions on cell performance which have been drawn from the 
work during the reporting period are: 
(i) The cells operate by mechanisms which are understood and controllable. 
(ii) The techniques which have been developed for stabilizing the cell oper- 
ation are successful. 
In view of these results, it is recommended that future work should be con- 
centrated in the following areas: 
(i) Improvement of cell efficiency by the use of an antireflection coat and 
optimization of the Cu Se film thickness to improve the I values. 
Investigation of methods for reducing the I values of the cells, by 
examining the effects of different GaAs film growth conditions and 
surface preparation techniques. 
2 sc 
(ii) 0 
If efficiencies of 5% o r  higher can be achieved, techniques for forming 
large-area cells should be investigated. It appears that the halide transport process 
is fundamentally better suited to the formation of large-area GaAs  layers than the 
vapor transport process employed a t  present. 
a3 
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